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V A. 57, 
4i. TH,E MURRAN LEDGER. 
ENSTI/CZY THURSDAY, IrEttItt'ARY 8, 1518
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cm nut Inuit
ALDES OF LANDS bhuert el al en vdesnaty 
eaatna vae
triter t hfalllt)i8m2e,
she assessed them at $14.39, an 
of the offerings was pronounced
tended the sale. The condition
PDOMINENT MAN very poor and as a result prices
realised for the leaf was lessDIES suggENLy. tuhucanhtohfatthoeff ewreeddtw4sweei nk s 
very
high order and prices ranged
DCE fr
om $4.50 to, $0 for the le&holes diecrlast
Thursday eireairsir st,about-sia while lugs trought from $2.50 to
o'clock at his home hear Linn $3.66' Th. 
bidding was quite
spirited and but few rejectionsGrove after a very brief illness
of pneumonia. The announce- resulted fr
om the sale.
. 
of the late Alfred Herndon, and
- The lands in Carlisle county, was born in Trigg county fifty-
no doubt, after skips them five years ago. She  was marri.
fair cash valuation. while worth ed to Mr. Stunner thirty-eight
at least $25 per acre, would sell years ago, and besides the hus-
for much more. band, is survived by eleven chil-,
Her town lots and personal dren-seven boys and four dau-
property are also assessed way ghters-all of whom live in the
below their fair cash valuation, county except Sell Sumner, who
This county has very valuable is in North Dakota. She is also
lands and nearly all of them are survived by the following broth-
( tillable and are worth two or
three times their assessed value. 
er and sisters: J. C. Herndon,
Mrs. Mattie Williams, Mrs. W.
T. Hendrick, all of Trigg coml.
It should be remembered that
Crittenden county has very fine 
ty, and Mrs. Henry Theobald, of
Murray.
• lands, good houses and-many oth- Pars. Sumner was a most ex-
cellent lady, vas kind and good
as a neighbor a loving wife and
devoted mother, and in her death
her faintly and friends are dent- also sold some very common and
ed an ever ready help in times low leaf and prices for the corn-
of need. In the presence of a mon and low grades ran from
number of sorrowing relatives 6 to 7 cents, and for the better
and friends, the remains were grades from 7i to 10i cents. The
buried Friday afternoon at the prices obtained were about the
same that have ruled on old to-
bacco for sometime.
There were no sales reported
She was a member of the Bap- from the Independent warehouse
tist church, having joined at Old at Paducah or Mayfield. Neither




les, the Messenger, of this city,
as compiled the following fig-
res :
In 1890 Calloway county at-
/eased her lands at an average
Per acre.per acre of $5.77. In 1901 at $7,-
The valuation of land in the45, with only an increase of $1.-
68 in eleven years. In 1907 she First cong
ressional district in
assessed her lands at $10.oe". In the put twenty-five years Is not
ARE COMPARED of $17.45, which was another in-kissed her lands at an average
increue of $4.11: In 1907 she in-
crease of $3.06; in 1916 her lands
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 1. For erhillessed at $21.20, an in.
purpowit _neatening ,$1.0.92 in twenty-five
comparative values of lands In a Years' This shows that in this
umber of First district court- county the value of la
nds over
doubled, while that of Critten-
den only increased $2 49 in that
length of time. Further, lands
no doubt are worth today with
their improvements at least $40
1915 she assessed at $14.98, an
Increase of $4.92 In fight room
but in twenty-five years there,
was an increase of $9.21, which
of course is not u much as the
Improvements put upon the lands
to say nothing of the increase in
er lands, are worth.
There is no doubt the present
cash value of the lands in Callo-
way, instead of being worth
$14.98 the real cash value is $25
per acre: but Calloway has come
nearer assessing her lands as
they increased than many other
°unties.
Carlisle county assessed her
lands 1890 at $7.08; in 1901 at
$9,93, an increase in eleven years
of $2.85.
what it really should be, and for
that "Cason state taxes will al-
ways be less tan the expense.
Besides this the town lots have
not inctessed near in proportion
Continued on Page 5.—Column 5.
SISTER OF MURRAY CITIZEN
DIED PAST WEEK IN TRIGG.
Cadiz, Ky., Jan. 31.-Mrs, Ou-
lie Sumner, wife of Mr. J. C.
Sumner, a prominent farmer of
Linton district, this county, died
last Thursday afternoon at 4:30
o'clock at her home. Inflamma-
tion and other complications was
the cause of her death. She was
In 1907 the value of her lands sick only o n e week, having
• was $13.77; in 1915 at $16.55, an taken her bed on Friday night
Increase in eight yeara Of $2.79,4 week before,
but in twenty-five years her in- • Mrs. Sumner was a daughter
crease was $9.48.
as much valuable miter-
, the value of which can
he estimated; yet is 1890,
y-five years ago, -Fir-lands
oi4, eased at $6.41 per acre;
p years after that time she
ed her lands at $7.15, only
An rease of:74 cents per acre;0
years after :that time her
'Ads were assessed at$7.45, on-
an increase of 30 cents per
(acre; in 1915 her lands were 39-
, sessed at $9 per acre, showing
only an increase of $1.65 in eight
years; buain:twenty-five long
years the value of her lands in-
creased only $2.59 per acre.
In 1890 Fulton:county assessed
ment of his death came as a
shock to his wide circle of ac-
quaintances and friends through-
out the west side of the county,
and his death following so close-
ly that of Dr. Crawford's, in the
same locality, caused a pall of
sorrow throughout that section.
Dr. &holes was about 68 years
of age and had been a resident
of this county for about twelve
years, coming here from Tennes-
see. He located in the section
in which he had lived during his
entire residence here and readi-
ly won the friendship and es-
teem of the people with whom
he came in eontact. His was a
splendid gentleman, a physician
of ability and his death is mour-
ned by all those who knew him.
He is survived by a wife and
two children, and has six broth-
ers and three sisters living. The
remains were shipped to Tennes-
see Ridge last Friday where they
were laid to rest in the old fam-
ily grave yard, near where he
was reared!
Juesday'i Leese Leaf Sales.
Winchester & Co.: loose leaf
warehousemen, offered about
100,000 pounds of tobacco for
naleTuesdarotthis week and-7n
large amount of the weed was
sold. A number of Paducah buy-
ers were here to attend the sale
together with local dealers, and
a large number of growers at-
Buried is Her Weddle, Skirt.
- -
Marion, Ky., Feb. 1. -Mrs Sa-
rah C. Conger, ninety•five years
old, died at her home a few miles
north of Marion, of pneumonia.
Before her death she made are-
quest thatahe be buried lathe
skirt that she was married In
seventy•five years ago. Her re.
quest wu carried out and the
skirt which she prized so highly
and which she had kept se long
was used u a part of the burial
shroud.
CHLOROFORMED AND ROBBED
OF-111,000 WON IN JUDGMENT
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 1.-The
Queen & Crescent railroad offi-
cials here have been notified that
Ed Noland, who recently was
awarded $11,000 for damages
against the railroad for person-
al injuries, was robbed of almost
the entire amount at his home
near Eubank Station, 50 miles
south of here, by thieves who
chloroformed him and his family
and secured the 1110114- which he
had placed under his pillow.
Bloodhounds were sent to the
scene, but no trace of the rob-
bers has been found. After pay-
ing his attorneys, Noland made
a. few purchases at the village
store and took the rest d the
money home, where it is pre-
sumed he as followed-by the
robbers.
+1114A+60.441/20C+41t4-111+K-1A+1114-1R4A+11t+IR+St4411+ +61+81+81+81t+st+It+8,.+8144144‘
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o 1 d Alfred Herndon burying
ground, near where she was born
and reared.
I will sell 15 lbs. granulated
sugar for $1 Friday and Satur-
day.-W. W. McElrath.
T h e Association reports 61
hogsheads of leaf sold this week,
which are rather large sales and
most of their better grades were
included in these last sales. They
private storage houses over the
district.
The weather for the past week
has been pleasant and for the
greater part it was fair, but
Dr. W. D.Powell Withdraws_ for the patt several days it hasbeen raining again and tobacco
Resignation as Secretary Of livery soft in the barns. Loosedeliveries have been light owing
Baptist Board of Missions.
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 1-Dr.
W. D. Powell, who has for the
last nine years been corres-
ponding secretary of the Baptist
Mission Board of Kentucky, has
yielded to the importunities of
members of the executive board
of the General Association of
Baptists in the state and, with-
drew his resignation yesterday
afternoon. Dr. Powell reached
▪ h decision after a conference
eral hours with twenty-
peer rif the thirty-six members
of he executive b.,ard who came
here from every Sksint of the
state to mead with him to con-
tinue in his official capacity. The
twelve members of the board
wowereun*b1eto eeth here
for the conference 'Wade their
protests by telegram or phone.,
When lay members of the Bap-
tist church in the state learned
of Dr. Powell having determin-
ed to retire from his position,
they deluged him with telegrams,
special delivery letters, petitions
telephone calls not to relinquish
the place he has filled for' ap-
proximately a decade. Realizing
that his effort; had met with
the heartfelt approval of his le-
gion of friends throughout Ken-
tucky, Dr. Powell:said last night
that he feltlit was his duty to
recall his resignation, which was
tendered the executive board
solely because several of his fel-
low secretaries with whom he.
had " served retired after the
executive board of the general
association adopted the budget
plan.
to the soft condition of the to-
bacco and the bad condition of
the roads. The market has been
more active in the country for
loose tobacco than heretofore
with prices ranging from 5 to 6
cents for leaf and 2 cents for
lugs.
Practically all of the large buy-
ing interests are now represent-
ed in the market and competition
is beginning to assert•itself, and
we consider prices that the crop
is bringing very good consider-
ing all the unfavorable condi-
tions. In some sections quite a,
good deal of tobacco has been
Ireold at the barns for future de-
livery, while in other sections
the market has been less active.
Taking the market over the en-
tire district, I would -says that it
Iwas fairly active and prices atm._There was only one loose floor
: warehouse sale in the western
• - •
above.
The very unfavorable weather
conditions will be the cause of
the crop moving much later this
season than it would otherwise
have done. A great part of the
crop has been stripped and re-
hung in the barn to dry out be-
fore delivering. Before this can
be done we must have a week or
ten days of drying weather and
a warm rainy spell to follow.-
W. B. Kennedy, Paducah, Ky._
Benton. Ky., Jan. 29.-W. B.
Kennedy, of Paducah. and J. G.
Henry, of Louisville, have leas-
ed the Trees and Black tobacco
factories at this place and start-
ed five men on the road Tuesday
to buy 1,500,000 pounds of to-
bacco to be delivered, prized and
sold at this place.
This will be a great advantage
to the business interests of Mar-
shall county, on account of Ben-
ton being the most accessible
point for the farmers to deliver
their tobacco from every neck
and corner in the county.
_
district this week. This was
held in Paducah at the Broad-
way Warehouse on Wednesday
where they sold about 60,000
pounds of the weed. Part of
these offerings were in good con-
dition and some of the best qual-
ity of the season made its ap-
pearance, but the bulk of the of-
fering was in soft or doubtful
condition, and was bought by
the trade that will work it up at
(once. Prices for leaf ranged
from $4 to $9.10 per hundred.
Tobacco in soft order being dis-
criminated against to some ex-
tent. The market for lugs was
the strongest we have had this
season, prices ranging from 2i
to 3i cents. Anything in good
condition sold at 3 cents and
Hickman Flood Swept and
Hundreds are Made Home-




We have before us a copy-
the biennial report of the dire'.
tor of the experiment atation for
the years 1913.14-15. No one
can read this report without to-
trig impressed with the vast am-
ount of work now being done at
the experiment station at Lex-
ington along the line of progres-
sive, scientific agriculture. The
report shows further that this
work is by no means confined- to
Lexington and Central Kentucky.
Within the past two or throb
years, no less than nine experi-
mental fields have been estab-
lished, and brought under cold.
vation, on six of the ten princi-
pal soil areas of the state, the
object of these experimental
fields being the study of the soil
requirements and crop rotations
necssary to bring the soils of
these several sections of. the
state to their highest degree of
fertility and productiveness. On
some of the badly worn land of
the state, the yield of corn has
already been increased tenfold.
The interest in these experimen-
tal fields is attested by the fact
that within the period included -
In this report, the four experis
mental fields in Western Ken-
tucky have been visited by no
less than 3„363 persona, T
work of the experiment station
has also included the experimen-
tal study and distribution of new
and improved varieties of agri-
cultural plants, including hats
dier and more productive varie-
ties of wheat, barley and oats.
A good work has also been done
for the farmers of the state in
the testing of seeds and in the
inspection of nursery and flor-
ists' stock, the latter having for
its object to prevent the intro-
duction into the state of destruc-
tive and troublesome insect and
fungus pests.
One of the great activities of
the experiment station has been
the production and distribution
of anti hog cholera serum and
the vaccination of large num-
bers of hogs against hog cholera.
Since the establishment of the
serum laboratory in 1911, no less
than ten million cubic centimet-
ers of hog cholera serum have
been produced and distributed
from the serum laboratory and
149,000 hogs have been inoculat-
ed against hog cholera in 94
counties of the state. Serum
depots and anti hog cholera clubs
have been established in many
localities throughout the state.
A new department of diseases
of livestock has recently been
established, having for its ob-
-AN
pet the experimental study and
treatment of all diseases of live-
stock. This department should
prove eminently useful to veter-
inarians and breeders of live-
stock throughout the state.
Accurate soil surveys have
bean completed. at three =untie*
within the state and tin mical
studiesIave been made of num-
erne* soils from the ten princi-
pal soil and geological areas of
the state. The experimental
work of the experiment station
also Includes accurate feeding
studies on dairy cattle and mules
and the principal meat produc-
ing animals, including poultry,
and breeding experiments are
now under way having for their
object tO iniprovi ilto wool pro-
ducing qualities of the native
Kentucky ewe.,
The wyk of the experiment
04011114M OS PIM) 8-3rd Column
LEAP YEAR OFFER -MADE BY
CHRISTIAN COUNTY OFFICIALS
Hopkinsville, Ky., Feb. 1-1n
order to encourage leap year pro-
posals, County Clerk Harris has
announced that he will furnish
the license free of charge to the
first couple which applies, the
bride of which states that she
popped the question.
Judge Knight has supplement-
ed this offer by stating that he
will perform the ceremony free
of charge, and the .131.emium store
'as offered CO give any article in
its stock costing not more than
$100 in Premium store tickets.
The only condition is that the
girl must admit that she did the




We desire to express our sin-
re thanks to many friends and
relatives for their kindness and
sympathy during the death of
our husband and father, Dr. C.
N. Crawford, who died Jan. 2,
1916. Especially do we wish to
thank the physicians who kindly
attended him to the end. May
God bless all of you is our pray-
er. -Jennie A. Crawford and
children.
Will Preach Doctrinal Sermons.
Rev. T. P. Clark, of Hazen,
Ark., will begin a series of ser-
mons next Sunday morning at
the Methodist church on doctrin-
al subjects of Methodism. You
are invited. Subject Sunday
morning, "How Christ Was Bap-
tized." Evening, -The Mode
of Baptism From the Standpoint
of Scholarship and Holy Scrip-
tures."
If we are to believe the ground
we can begin refilling coat bins.
Hickman, Ky., Feb. 1.-River
is still rising and has now back-I
ed up in a number of stores on l
the north side of the business'
section, and by morning will be
in several more. Water is back-
g acmes the main business
street, but tonight it is thought
will not reach the stage of the
1913 flood, unless there is more
rain, but will rise for at least
five days yet.
Mayor Dillon received a tele-
gram today from Senator 011ie
James expressing his sympathy
for the unfortunate pole and
Advising Red Cross will give Im-
mediate assistance and that the
government will do all in its
PowPrtet aid the many homeless
people of Hickman during the
time they are out of their homes
,
see,
and out of work.
Mayor Dillon also received tel-
egrams from Congressman A.
W. Barkley, of Kentucky, and
Congressman Joe J. Ruiaell, of
Missouri, both advising that the
matter had been taken up with
war department and it had been
referred to the commission, and
the Red Cross had instructed its
representatives to start at once
for Hickman.
Capt. Ben Wilier, of Earlings
ton, sent by the state, arrived to
day and will look after the situ-
ation. In a few days it is thought
the matter of caring for those
who are homeless will be well in
hand.
lifeElrith't• cub Price, vial
hold god.



























Gent'y cleanse your liver and
sluggish bowels while
you sleep.
net w 10-eent boL
Sick headache, biliousness, digit-
bees, Mated tongue, foul taste and foul
breath-elways irace them to torpid
liver; delayed. fermenting food in the
WWII/ Peer, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged In thias•
testinec Instead of bete. east eel
of the system is re-absorbed into the
blood When this poison tvereMse the
delicate brain tissue 41 causes con-
gestion and that dull, throbbing sick.
entng headache.
Cascarets immediately cleanse the
Stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gases, take the excess
bile from the liver and carry out all
the constipated waste matter and
poisons in the bowels.
' A Cascaret to-night will surely
straighten you out by morning They
While YQA1 sloop-s 10-cent bon
from your druggist moani your bad
clear, stomach sweet and sour liver
and bowels regular for months. Adv.
Jeannie.
"What a beautiful complexion Mrs.
'flank has tonight "
"Yes; I've notieed that. too. I won•
der what. druggist she is patrenising
now?"
A GLASS OF SALTS WILL
END KIDNEY-BACKACHE
Says Drugs Excite Kidneys and Rec-
ommends Only Saito, Particularly
If-Bladder Bothers You.
When your ildoeys hurt and your
back feels sore, don't get scared and
proceed to load your stomach with a
lot of drugs that excite the kidneys
Billrfhltate the 'entire urinary tract.
Keep your kidneys clean like you keep
your bowels clean, by flushing them
with a mild. harmless salts which re-
moves the body's urinous waste and
stimulates them to their normal active
lty. The function of the kidneys _is to
filter the blood. In 24 hours "they
strain from it 500 grains of acid and
waste, so we can readily understand
the vital importance of keeping the
kidneys active.
Drink lots of water-you can't drink
---tOGIGueb; also get from any pharma-
cist about four ounces of Jad Salts;
take a tablespooniul in a glass of
water before breakfast each morning
for a few days and your kidneys will
act fine. This famous salts is made
from the acid of grapes and lemon
juice, combined with lithic and has
been used for generations to clean and
stimulate clogged kidneys; also to
neutralize the acids in urine so it no
longer is a source of irritation, thus
ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts is inexpensive; cannot in-
jure; makes a delightful effervescent
lithla-eater drink which everyone
should take now and then to keep
their kidneys clean and active. Try
this, also keep up the water drinking.
and no doubt you will wonder what
became of your kidney trouble and
backache.-Adv.
-Pa.ea atAny .Pr1ce.
- !'Do you let your wife have her own
way?" •
"Certainly.; and most of mine.-
liosten Transcript.
GRANDMA USED SAGE TEA
TO DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR
bhe Made Up a Mixture of, Sage Tea
and Sulphur to Bring Back Color,
Gloss, Thickness.
•
_ •, • ; .
-71.••••••"---'.•••••••••-•
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TRI KUILIPAT 111/1111.11T. 1Llf.
24111E KILLE111 '
BE PREPARED, SAYS _WILSON MEXICANS LOOTING
President Vigorously Demands Immo-
' . . diate Action in Appeal to the Pen
BOMBS FROM TIPPLING ALS
INJURt 2? PIR.SONS IN
pAms Am id plit-MarginDenounced. # FL000.swEpT AREA
FRINCH CAPITAL ment of the artily Intuit he earriad
twills his perimmal appeal to the roun-
t for prepareilliess fur national di
warning that plans for the readjust
Nig/ Taik.-41-1•sident Wilson bai-
lor In his first speech here be Iwo 
U. S. MARINES AND SAILORS AID
MUCUS WORK IN CALI-
out FORNIA TOWN.
MANY 'BOMBS ARE DROPPED
Almost everyone knows that Sage
Tea and sulphur. properly compound-
ed, brings back the natural calor and
lustre to the hair 'hen faded, streaked
or gray; also ends dandruff, itching
scalp and stops falling ha r. Years
ago the only way to get this mixture
was to make it at home, which is
mussy and troublesome. Nowadays,
by asking at any store for "Wyeth's
Sage and Sulphur Bair Remedy." you
will get a large bottle of the famous
old recipe for about 50 cents. 
Don't stay gray! Try it: No one
can possibly tell that you darkened
your hair, as It doe & it so naturally
and evenly. You dampen a sponge or
soft brush with it and draw this
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time, by morning the gray
hair disappears, and after another ap-
plication or two, your hair becomes
beautifully dark, thick and glossy.-
Adv.
without delay, and solemnly declared
he could not pretlict that the INItlook
for I Ito United •0•14.-111 gj
bright tomorrow as today soaking
at baaquet• of the Railway Daftness
 A1.50004.'4 and the Motion Picture
Fir, Begin*. Give Wanda, and (lisp Itourd If Trade. he sounde
d t
Is Placed In Darknose--' Ar110-̀--
Give Chime To Gere11111-
Raider.
Parte - Twenty four persona were
killed and 27 injured in the Zepplin
raid over Paris on the night of Jew
29, au.t•ortiing to an official atatentent
Ten of the wounded were placed In
hospitals owing to the covertly of
their hurts.-
Thirty French aeroplanes parched
the el; above Parts for the Zepplin
rattier; -of --iiiii•e-alppearansis aistnistis
had been (bred. Br the time the Zep-
pelin had ,reached the edge of the
city several- oe the airmen made out
les pale, yellSee'indrfe 14,00) feet from
the earth Frigh(ened, doubtless by
the numerous war-planes rising to
ward it, the Zeppelin *heeled and
drove at ft II speed northward, drop
ping in lot trail into the darkness
a cargo of about three and one half
Ions Of bombe.- Then, continuing Its
flight ak_a_gresk,ALlitade.__Wte Airship
vanished..
Parisians had been warned half an
hour before by lire enginfei rushing
through the streets trumpeting the
call known as "Mend to arms!" The
elects ie sheet lights went out and po
!icemen cautioned careless household
.ers to close their shutters and darken
that' windows imilledlately. It was
close to 10 ticiockjencl many persons
still were in the- -streets, the cafes
open and the moving picture theaters
and playhouses were still in-full swing.
Then in all parts of the city could be




lees, -Parte tans appeared- -to - believe-
the raiders were likely to come, as
they had been turned back many
times previously.
while everywhere people
Ottt-halcuntes tu welt h for
MINERIII-ASIC-INCREA .
Union- Mine Workers Agree On be-
mends for .10 to 20'; Increase,
Indianapolis.- The United Mine
Workers of America in convention
here decided by a virtually unani-
mous vote to ask the, bituminous coal
operators throughout the coutitry for
a le per cent Inc-resole in- wages at the
basing point for miners on a mine ruu
basis, a le per cent advance for all
dead work and yardage and a 2e per
cent increase for all men pad by Cie
day.
Among the other demands asked for
in the soft coal fields Is an eight-hour
day, time to begin at the minute the
mine-r enters the mine and continue
until he emerges after his day's work.
The working places in the mines of
items mete are as far:aa one to two
miles treaus _the entrance, and _
want to be paid for the time required
to cover the varying distances under-
ground.
Weekly pay days are also demanded
Men tell more 'S-a about their
'weight than women do (thou% their
age.
Spartan Weeen•e1 Suffered Untold Torture*
but who wants to be a Spartan' Take
"Femenina" for all female eLsordeis.
Price 6Oc and 11.00.-Adv.
Money talks. That is why-they put
A woman's head on the silver dollar.
Pile, Cured In 6 to 14 Dire
lendoeste refund menet it PAZ() OINTIdiNT falls
peurcsute Itch.ng BAndeireed'air Pradrodine
"Int dipillcatio• serene? 60c.
Policemen, like rainbows. are apt to
appear atter the stierm ii oter.
- Dr. Pierce'. Pleasent refFell• aro the
weseal Istits liver pills put up 'Crews,
ago. They regulate liver and bowels.-As.
• - • -whisks- Agcsight- sa the calm*
arcked walk the effect. '
- _
COL. HOUSE LEAVES BERLIN.
-- --
Wilson's Representative Goes Next To
Paris and London.
Berlin.--Col, Edward M. House has
left Berlin for Paris and London by
way of Switzerland. Prior to his de-
parture. though declining to be quoted
with any particularity on the results
of his mieS-ban, Col. House said he was
very glad he had come to Berlin. and
added that the cOnversation% which he
had had with leading German state,.
men and prominent men in private
life, and particularly his conferences-
with Ambas,ador Gerard. had been
most profitable and would undoubted
ctarterarIon nf_Akerman-
American-relatteins. although it *as to
-be -doubted-wheriver-any-deflatte- tate-,
rible developments could be expect-
ed therefrom.
His visit, which was chiefly for In-
formative purpoees. can scarcely be.
said to have brought him any novel
of unexpected light on the German sit-
uation, .
TURKS FLEE ERZERUM.
Russians Advancing Down the Tigris
Val!ey Surround the City.
• ' Athens- The Russians are sureound-
ing Erzerum. from
Turkish authorities have fled. accord-
ing to reports here. A strong Rus-
sian column is advancing to the Tigris
Valley. the advices add.
Execution Too Much for-Warden.
Raleigh. N. C..-Thornas P. Sale. 56,
warden of the North Carolina peniten-
tiary here, died Of apoplexy a half
hou- after he had superintended the
electrocution of- two negroes. Physi-
cians who ivitne;sed the execution de-
'dared the warden appeared agitated as
iii."!HRPNIftil_9‘...hodies of the ne-
grdei Tram tn. electric chair after
death had occurred. Mr. Sale retired,
to his office and shorili-atieinird-bil,
came Unconstiotr. lie had expired
trayok:iina _reached him.
ante of addre....0 that he will dellser
during the neat 10 days in the middle
Mr. Wilson wae-is a fighting mood.
In the opeevh he declared lie always
accepted an invitation to tight. He
told the railroad men he was an ad
via-ate of peace and had struggled to
keep the United Stales at peace, but
he considered the liberty and honor
of the nation even more than peace.
"Woe to any mah who plays mar-
plot or who seeks to make piety poll.
tics or personal ambition take prece-
dence over candor, honor and unite!._ _ _ •
fish, unpartisan eervie.." Raid the
president In speaking of his defense
plan before the railroad men. He
declared that the country experts ate
non this.la a year of accounting, and
the accounting must be definite on
thy, part of parties and on the part
of e%ery individual elm wishes to en
joy the public confidence
"VW my part, I hope every man In
public life will get what)s coining to
him," 'said Mr. Wilson amid laughter_
and applawle.' = • -----
The president at both banquets and
all during hie divas Visit to New York
was greeted with enthusiasm. On his
ride betwen the hotels where the ban-.
quote were held In the evening he .was
escorted by h balititntrtbe Ninth genr--,
mend of coast artillery of the New
York Nattomii -Ottard. Theueands of
persona packed the streets and cheer-
ed him as he went by.
During his 'Meech before -'11-1
1.500 business men at the railway ban-
quet, where be cast aside almost en-
tirely the text of the address that he
bad previously prepared for deliver
there, he was frequently interrupted
by ikppiiikfiL
•
ACTIVITY RENEWED IN WEST
Germans Claim To Have Taken Ad;
vanotd Positions From French in
Hatkel-trx`Hand Fight.
London-Wrecking the trenches with
mines. the Germans have occupied be-
tween 500 and 600 metres of the
French on .the Vimy-Neuville high
road. The German official statement
recounts this further success in the
Artois drive of the kafgerli army.
Some prisoners, a machine gun and
three mine thrower* were captured.
Hand to and fighting, with both
rides suffering severe losses, is raging
night and day in this region and her
lin claims to have successfully pene-
trated the French advanced position
In a number of places. In one sector
three successive lines of trenches have
been captured. They are being held
firmly by the Teutons. It is said, al-
though eight heavy counter attacks
have already been launched against
them The British artillery Is especi-
ally _active______In_ste xingle _lector. ac--
cording to reports.' the British Bred
1,700 shrapnel shells, 7o0 high explo-
sive shells and about the same number
of bombs within 24 hours.
GERMANA TAKE TRENCHES.
Berlin Says 1,300 French Prisoners
Taken-Paris Report Differs. •
- Londen.-The French line south of
the Somtne ha% been pressed back
by the German attack over a width
of more than two- miles, according to
officials claims from Berlin. These
reports state that the German infan-
try penetrated to the depth of five-
eighths of a mile. Nearly 1.200
French prisoners were taken.
The Paris reports states that the
Germans hurled themselves against
the French lines on this sector in
t
two eiclous attacks. They were
thrown bad( into their own trenches
hy the-shuffiearie. of the French lifts
tire and the French batteries' raiw
of shelbi -
The activity of the allies was large-
ly confined to mining operations and
bombardments, in which, according to
the Paris statement and the British
headquarters_ report. the Germans suf-
fered heavily in damage wrought ir
their works and organizations.
Porter Charlton is Back.
New York -The Italian steamer
America with two guns mounted on her
after deck and carrying Its • passenger
orte Charlton. the. young American
convieted in Italy of killing his wife at
Lake Contain 1910. has arrived here.
Charlton was releasesi from prison in




tatives opposed to President Wilson's
preparedness programme have taken
active steps-. it, was known here to
nght. to make an orgarilted tight
against any preparedness measure
that may he introduced._ Represent&
tive Bailey of Pennsylvania. a leader
in the movement: his inrrttomred that
more_thaa • score sit mem bora already
had enlisted In It and that frequent
conferences were _being held quietly
to-- perfeet methodAnt procedure.
• 
•
20 BODIES ARE RECOVERED
Estimate Tett Death tint ise Otay V
ley Flood Will Reach 60-New
Dom Is Reported To Have
Burst.
Ran Diego, Cal.--Looting by 1011.
cans, described by :tear Admiral rut-
lam, commanding the Pacific reserve
fleet, as "the worst I have ever seen,"
broke out in the Otay Valley flood
swept by the breaking of the Otay
Dam The lower valley was turned
into an armed camp patrolled 1,y ma
tines and sailors from the Battleship
Oregon and the cruisers Milwaukee
and Sout Dakota in Mtn Diego- lay.
The men had orders to ',boot the loot.
en, on sight.
The sailors and marines tolled har
d
to recover the bodies of those 
who
loft their lives Is Ms. disaster, and
110 bodies, some of which were muti-
lated. have been pthered together.
The loss of life in the Otay Valley
is estimated at 50, while reports that
the cloudburst in Han huts Rey and
-San Panquel Valleys cost no more than
10 lives brought the probable death
list in this section to 60.
A new flood poured down the TM
Jeans River, whirl' rose four feet at
Its mouth at the foot of San Diego
Bey. A telephone message from T
ee
ate said it was reported there that
the Morena Dam, 6e miles back In the
hills, had burst. Officials here, tea
that If the reports were correct, 15,-
000,000,00.0 gallons of water impound-
ed by the dam -er444-4ear a new chan-
nel for the river across Coronado
Strand into the sea, residents of Im-
perial Beach, a hamlet on the strand
were ordered to flee.
Telephone reports were received
early from two Sources Mt-the rues-
macs dam, at the source-of the an
Diego River, had broken, releasing
3,000,000.000 gallons of water.
First news of the reported collapse
of the Morena dam came through An-
drew F,rvagt, city engineer of Coro-
nado. Ervaat, trying to reach the
Mexican town of TM Juana, met a
Japanese running along the bank of
the TIS JuanaIttver.
"U-pt hack!"-cried the-Japanese in
broken leterlish. "Tell the • people lots
water coming!"
Reports that the Town of Tia Juana
,I,ower California. had suffered heavy
damage seemed to be confirmed. It
was said that little was left of the
new race track plant, whIch cost, it
is said $2e0.000. A large force of
workmen continued to re-enforce the
Sweetwater dani in the little valley
north of the Otay River.
BIG FLOOD SEEMS CERTAIN
Highest Water In 25 Years is Pre-
ictedte_r Arkansan-Miss;sippi
On a Rise Following Rains,
Memphis.-Indications here based
Upon reports from river stations in
the Ohio Valley watarshed, are that
_there is grave danger of a serious flood
In the Mississippi river.
The Ohio river is reported steadily
rising, and a new rise is predicted,
due to water coming out of smaller
tributaries, which have been put out
of banks by recent heavy rains.
The river at St. Louis has broken all
January records. and reports showed
that the rivers from Hanibal to St.
Louis will soon be out of the banks.
Flood warnings have been sent out to
residents along the Osage river.
Reports from Arkansas tell of one
life lost and the itection south of the
Arkansas river 40 miles_ wide bor-
dering the Mississippi riser being
threatened .by the floods on the Ar-
kansas and White rivcrs, which bid
fair to be the worst in 25 years.
F. H. Alter, a traveling salesman of
the flowers Oil Company of Fort
Wayne. Ind., was drowned while driv-
ing across the Cadron river, 12 miles
from Clinton. The driver escaped_ A
stage of 29 feet is expected at Pine
Bluff, cm. the Arkansas river. This
will send the river out over the levees
south of Pine Bluff, covering large
sections of Lincoln. Desha, Chicot.
Drew and Ashley counties.
Thirty thousand sacks were rushed
to the state convict farm at Cummins.
where 1,000 convicts were set to work
reinforcing the main levee ttid- the
new loop levee that was recehtly fin-
ished by prisoners.
LABOIne OPPOSES CONSCRIPTION,
Leaders In Meeting Announce Support
of Plan However As a Necessity.
Bristol.-The apparently contradic-
tory votes at the labor conference con-
demning causer-I-Won and dedlning.to
agitate -for the repeal of the measure
resulted from the labor men's deter-
mination to display their unflinching
empotiltion to iniiitariem and. their de-
sire a; tbe same time nut to embar-
rass the government In the prosecu-
tion of the war.
Thew views were given expression
In the, speeches of The leaders.
LIMIT RIVERS•NARBORB DILL
0.111100 Committee Cuts Out Mussel
oils and Cumberland River
Prom the Appropriation.
••••••••••
Wishington.-The rivers and bar
-
bore conimittee has voted to inticl
ude
no new projects in its fLirthi•osnlita
hill, but to confine appropriations wi
le-
ly to projects already authorised, thus
limiting the total to aperosintately
$44,000,000.
Estimates for neve projects aggre-
gate nearly 112k.000.000. 
Chairman
Suarktnan announced the ciannettee
would begin hearings soon on new
projects for inclusion ,n the rivers and
bee* WU for the December seillilou
of Congress.
This action IS regarded as iormul
MO cbw.-- wm bit aU Opera'
-river and harbor bill thls year. It ac-
cords with the prealdenni program.
Important projects submitted to the
committee and eliminated by the late
decision totaled $172,036,e97, for wheel
an Initial appropriation of $27,e22,399
had been asked. Advocates okmany of
these improvements are 'spieled to
make • fight for them when the cum
mittee's report conies before the
House. No now improvements were
authorised last year, a filibuster in the
&mate lavas forc a compromise Un-
der which nu motley was appropriated
except to continue work.on existing
projects.
Among the proposals cut out by the
committee's action are:
Tennessee river, at Muscle Phoebe
$P1.01.000; Beaufort St. John's river,
Florida, $14,400,000; purdiase of the
Chesapeake and Delaware canal. $8,-
000,040, Red Inver, Louisiana end At_
kansas. $6,020,000, New York Dela-
ware Pay canal, $20,000,000,
York harbor, upper bay. East River
and Hell (We, $1-1,230,000, Sac-rat:urn-
to and San Joaquin rivers, California.
$5,860,000; Los Angeles and Long
Beach harbors, $1,0se,000; Cutuberland
river. above Nashville, Tenn, $4,500,-
000; dam at the foot of Lake Erie, New
York, $3,600,000; waterway, St. George
Sound to Rio Grande. $31.32.9i0, Bon
-TUB harbor. $1.545.00  Not.Loa- har-
bor, $1.114,000; Conn•cticut river. Con
necticut and Massachueei ts. $1,e70,000,
Jamaica Bay, N. Y., $1,273,000; Nawill-
Hein harbor, Hawaii, 11,041,000.
Regarding the report of the special
vommitteta of eight to draft, A bill -for
separating the Mississippi Ile"r from
the annual river and harbor bill, It has
been learned, that the committee was
"prweeding hopefully." As one corn
witteeman expresaed it, "there's a heo
on. bet -*Whet tb• eggs will hatch
Is alotbee-gliettraeL"
GOES TO SUPREME COURT
-
Boston Lawyer Is Named By President
Wilson To Succeed the Late
Justice Lamar.
AVashington.-Ptesident ha:
selected Louis D. Brandeis of Boston to
be associate justice of the supreme
„court to succeed the late Justice La-
mar. Mr. Brandeis' nomination went
to the senate at once. It was a sur-
prise everywhere in official circles.
Mr. Brandeis had not even been men-
tioned for the vacancy.
Mr. Brendels Is a law,ver who has
been much In public life during the
last three years, not only in legal
work, but in yarious movements for
social betterment, He ,is  a Kentuck-
ian and is CO years old. He was born
and educated in Louisville, and later
at Harvard university, and in lisin
began practicing. law in Boston.
lie came Most notably before the
public six years ago through his par-
ticipation in the liallinger-Pinchot in-
vestigation in congress, in which he
was counsel for the forces opposed to
Secretary Ballinger, and sought his re-
moval.
Later he was counsel for the ship-
pers who opposed the general in-
creases in freight ratss before the in-
terstate commerce commission, and
during the same period he tv.as at the
forefront of those wno were demand-
ing an investigation of the financial af-
fairs of the New Haven railroad.
He was in 1910 chairman of the
board of arbitration which settled the
New York garment makers' strike. Ile
has written largely and is regarded as
an authority on public franchises, life
insurance management, labor prob-
lema and the trust question. He also
has been at the forefront of the Zion-
ist movement in the United States.
and will be the Orst-Isw_to sit on the
supreme court bench.
At the beginning of President Wil-
son's administration Mr. Brandeis was
expected to get a place in the cabinet
, • . 
England Calls More Troops.
London.-ITrociamations are being
posted throughout the country calline
So the colors elg-nt more groups of
theft" *IS-attested for military servtce
under the Earl ,of Derby's recruiting
pldb. The men, whose ages range
from 27 to 35, are summoned to join
on Feb. La.
Rutgers Given War Booty.
Berlin.--Emperior in, hrs pre
sented 'to the Bulgarians all war ma
terials captured by German troops In
Serbia, aeording to the former But
garian minister to Italy, M. Rizow.
800,000 French Killed.
Bristol.-M. Longuet, a F-etich
alalfst deputy, who addressed the labor
conferenee here on being questioned
regarding the French losses, said that
S00.000 soldiers had been killed. that
1.400.000 had been wounded and that





Time It! Pape's Diapepsln ends
all Stomach misery in five
minutes.
Do some foods you eat hit beck-
taste good, but work badly, ferment
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. OT
Mrs. Dyspeptic, Jot this down: Pipe's
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
nothing to soar and tweet you. There
never was anything so safely quick, so
  effective No dliferestee b,ow
badly. your stomach is disordered you
will got happy relief in five minutes.
but what pleases you most is that it
strengthens and regulates your atom.
&eh so you can eat your favorite foods
without fear.
You feel different as soon as "Papa's
Dispepsin" comes In contact with the
stomach-distress juin vanishes-your
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no belch-
ing, no eructations of undigdsted food.
Go now, make the best investment
you ever made, by getting a large fifty-
cent case of Papo's Dispepoin front any
store, You realize in five minutes how
needless it is to suffer from Indies.
Mon, dyspepsia or bad stomach. Adv.
- - His State.
"Is the old man swearing off this
morning?"
"No; he's swearing mad."
-FALLINGHAIR1EANS
DANDRUFF IS ACTIVE
Save Your Hair! Get a 25 Cent Bottle
of Dandsrins Right Now-Also
Stops Itching (kelp.
Thin, brittle, colorless end scraggy
lair_ is mute evidence of a neglected
scalp: of dandriii-that awful *curt
There is nothing so destructive to
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
of its luster, its strength and its very
life; eventually producing a feverish-
ness and itching of the scalp, which
If not remedied causes the hair roots
to shrink, loosen and die-then th•
hair falls out fast. A little Dnndertn•
tonight-now-any time-will surely
save your hair.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knoirlton'a
Danderthe from any store, and after
-the first application your hair will
take on that life, luster and luxuriance
which is so beautiful. It will become
wavy and fluffy and have the appear-
ance of abundance; an incomparable
gloss and softness, but what will
please you most will be after just a
few weeks' use, when you will actual-
ly see a lot of fine, downy hair-new
hair-growing all over the scalp. Adv.
Should Wear a Skull C•p.
"how did Teller get hie cold?"
"All the drafts in the bank go
through hie rage."
SYRUP OF FIGS FO1
A CHILD'S BOWE1 6
ft is cruel to force nauseat
harsh physic into a
sick child.
Look back at your childhood days
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
on-castor oil, calomel, cathartee.
How you hated them, how you fought
evilest taking them.
With our children it's different.
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physic simply don't realize what they
do. The children's revolt is well-found-
ed. Their tender little "insides" are
Injured by them.
If your child's stomach, liver and
bowels need cleansing. give only deli-
clout "California Syrup of Figs." Its
action Is positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
laxative" handy; they know children
love to take it; that it never fails to
clean the liver and bowels and sweet-
en the stomach, and that a teaspoonful
given today saves a sick tomer-
row.----
Ask at the store for a 50-cent bottle
of "California Syrup of ylgs," which
has full directions for babies, children
of all ages and for grown-ups plainly
on each bottle. Adv.
Web the onward march of civili.-a-
tion more opportunities arise for men
to make fools of themselves
To Drive Out Malaria
And Build Up The System
Take the Old Standard GROVN,
TASTELESS chill TONIC. You kri
what you are taking, as the formula
printed on every label, showing it
Quinine and Iron in a tasteless form Th
Quinine drives out malaria. the Zr
builds up the system, so cents.
A little nonsense is always ass
dated by the man who is not th
target of the joke.
_ .
DON'T GAMBLE
that your heart's all right. Ma
mire. 'rake "Renovine"-a heart anC
nerve took. 'Pricellersed $1.00.-Ade
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Corduroy Featured in Winter Wraps
Besides fur fabrics, which gave-
chance for a welcome variety to sep-
arate coats and Jackets to be worn
,with cloth skirta......COrriuroy has in-
creased Its populartte.for this purpose.
Like fur-fabric It Is more effectively
need as a wrap, with skirL-01-e-PlAin
material, than In snits, and it makes a
bandsome full-length coat for either
street or dressy wear.
Its adaptability to many purposes is
explained by its manufacture In many
color* sod at eotton...wyrell  
or silk. The quieter colorings are
chosen fele utility costs;-- the -bright
hues for sports coats, and the richer
qualities provide wraps for evening.
l'he last are almost always furnished
-with big fur collars and cuffs.
An effective model corduroy
short coat is 'shown here. -ft Is in taupe
color with collar and cuffs of the mate-
rial, and even the largo flat buttons
Covered with it The skirt Is of the
heavy, glossy woolen cloth known as
"kitten's ear," matches it in shade,
and it seems that no other color is
quite so beautiful- In these fabrics
Hut in the bettor
green and warm brown leave nothing
to be desired in htrniony of color mid
Material. They are very fine In ceitdu-
rOy.
The coat pictured la a leosecimaatut
garment with a little definition jrtven
the waist line by a sash of the rordu-
roy drawn through narrow straps of It,
that are sewed to the coat. The sash
ends are finished with small silk tas-
sels. A ccaLot_this kind. In acy of
the reserved or. staple colors may be
worn over dresses In almost-any color
Forecasting Short Jackets.
Short jackets olil be worn this
spring. Styles tend more toward tho
1840 and LIMO_ Period& -Skittir-Irtil
be longer and ruffled and waists will
be tighten-Paris Letter to Harper's
Bazar.
Nothing is prettier than the gold
dotted evening scarf for a debutante.




rigNIPA. ... a •SOISNIMIne a
For the email boy recently arrived
at the dignity of blouse and pants
nothing radically new has made its
appearance in the suits designed for
spring. It is in little details of finish-
ing and an occasional minor change in
oonstruction that novelty may be
found. Those who wish to get the
eeweng for spring under way are safe
in making up his washable suits and
play rompers of the usual fabrics.
Belted blouses and bloomers, or
straight pants. are made of colored
chambray. or linens. Sometimes they
combine a color with white, more often
a plain and a striped pattern, and just
about as often two colors, in the same
suit. These serve, with his rompers,
as in past seasons for his daily wear.
White linen suits fill in his needs for
more pretentious dress, and these or
velveteen suits bespeak his best effort
to do honor to formal occasions
Rompers that look trim are made of
chambray or serge, with straight pants
and long, plain body, cut in one piece,
• They open down the back and at the
waist line and have a belt for the ma-
terial that buttons In front. It is
slipped through narrow straps of the
fabric stitched to the body of the gar-
ment The neck is round and split a




fished with a narrow sailor collar and
the sleeves with cuffs. A small patch
pocket at the left side and two short
straps across the split at the neck,
fastened with a button at each end.
give a bit of snappy finish.
A -velveteen and a linen sett are
shown here. Both are made with
straight pants and belted blouse. The
velvet blouse is plaited, with slashes
under the plaits through which the
belt is slipped. The shallow V at the
front of the neck is filled in with a
white dickey. and the small sailor col-
lar. wide cuffs and pelt are all of
linen. t
The linen suit for midsummer Is cut
on the simplest lines, with Sleeve and
blouse in one piece. It is easy to make
and reduces the Work of laundering to
the minimum.
Fur on Transparent RaInccrats.
The transeerent raincoats UAL ard
made of a fine silk. fable treated' w1
certain oils which render it vvcter-
proof have been worn a lot in the Eat
this year at winter sports They are




PROHIBITION MILL WITH PROVISO
ASKIII) OF KENTUCKY MIRIA•
MIRO OF CONGRESS,
DELAY DISSATISFIES GREEK
Tie Ballot In Committee Halts Action
an MUM. Aimed__ At_ lateens
Northern 'Part .of
tep•cial Frankfort verreeponii•ne• I
Frankfore-Unreasonable delay in
reporting the bills designed to compel
saloon keepers of Kenton and Camp-
bell counties to obey the Sunday-dole
lug law was charged in the house by
Representative Frank Weeny*, Carrell
county, author of the bills. "The bills
have been ID _the committees for Id
days." asserted Greene. On the lour-
mice of Representative Shunts) that
the bflhi wouTd-be reportid- out- soo-ii.
Greene ended the debate. The state.
runt waa made by Representative
Kauffman, chairman of the Kentucky
Statutes Committee, that Ureene's
anti•screen bill was under considers-
time and that the vote on the bill was
four to four. Ile said no report could
be made on it until there was another
meeting of the committee and the tie
Is broken. The senate passed a resolu-
tion requesting the Kentucky delega-
tion in congress to -support a bill me-k-
ing national prohibition possible, pro-
vided the brewers and distillers re
ceive compensation for their plants.
A resolution had been intrcelured by
Senator Huntsman merely requesting
the Kentucky delegation in congress
to vote for national prohibition. Ken-
etse Huffaker, of Lewisville, then of-
fered an amendment ,proildTrulTfOP




Combs, Helm, Ilildreth, iluffaket,
Knight, Leach, Littrell, Moore, Over-
street, Rayburn, Robertson, Speer,
Otrteklett, Thentseem-sa4 ,Teigo4 -
17.
AkSitiat Co m pstyggit-on-=-Aiitte,
Brock, Evans, Frost, Glenn, lilles.
Huntsman. Lewis, Porter, Rogers, Sal-
mon, Sanders, Scutt, Taylor and Wil-
liams; -totpl
The resolution passed as amended,
23 to 6. Those voting againit it were
Senators Frost, Huntsman, Porter,
Sanders, Scott and Taylor. Those de-
clining, to vote were Senators Clay.
Itildreth, Montgomery, Moore, Peak
and Salmon. Senator Ford was Bland
not present.
Senator Combs moved that action on
the resolution be postponed Indefinite-
ly. The senate defeated this motion
by a vote of 22 to 13.
Those voting for postponement were
Senators Combs. Helm, if uffaker,
Knight, Littrell, Montgomery, Moore,
Peak, Rayburn, Robertson, Speer,
Stricklett and Zimmerman; total 1.3.
Those voting against postponement
'were Senators Antle, Arnett, I3ooles,
Brock, Evans, Frost, Glenn, Ifildreth,
Hiles, Huntsman, Leach, Lewis, Over-
street, Porter, Rogers, Salmon. San-.
ders, Scott. Talon :Thompson. :Trigg
and Wiliam.; totil-22-.-- • — •
The house committee on judiciary
agreed to report favorably the bill of
Representative Hobbs providing for
the written examination for applicants
for admission to the bar as recom-
mended by the State Bar association.
The bill provides for a board of exam-
iners of three members appointed by
the court of appeals, all of whom are
to have the qualifications of a circuit
judge.
Against Search After Weapons.
Exercise of the right of search of
nnoffending citizens by police ofliers
was officially disapproved by Governor
Stanley when he pardoned George Far-
ney, convicted in Henderson county of
carrying concealed a deadly weapon
andefined $50 and sentenced to sixty
days in jail. The state's portion of the
tine and the jail sentence with the in-
cideistal disfranchisement for two
years were remitted by the Governor.
Affidavits accompanying the petition
for clemency stated that Farney was
not accused of any offense when po-
licemen searched him and found a
weapon in his possession. The Gov-
ernor said the "law does not permit
that a citizen may be seized and
searched upon suspiciiin and if found
carrying concealed a' 'deadly weapon
be convicted of that offense." He
cited an opinion of the court of ap-
peals that as a condition precedent to
the legality of such search the defend.
ant must be guilty of some other vio-
lation of the law nmon which the ar-
rest was predicated. As this case end
not present any such cireumstance he
set Farney free.
8111 Limiting Cost of Counting Vote.
Asserting he believed he was better
qualified to know what was best,.for
the people of Louisville and Jefferson
county than were the representatives
from that congressional district, W. R.
Lyon, of Hart count. made a lone
fight against the bill 'of W. M. Duffy,
of Louisville. limiting the Jefferson
county board of election Ammission-
era to $5.6000 a year in elections in Jef-
ferson counp., Mr. Lyon sought so to
amend the bill that the commissioners
would be limited to $2.0e0 a- year, and
',ening In this vote against it.
•






Republicans and Real Progres-
sives Wide Apart.
Sig interests, Real Rulers of G. 0. P.,
of Course, Desire it, but There '
At! Many Obstacles to SO
Overcome.
'11111111ed down to its boner of meaning,
the "declaration of principles," Issued
by certain prey-moire =Mtn means
that they are willing to come back In-
4e 41141.4.-Itago4alakau,tarty, IL iney can
_Ina_ raluildaln and. get fro
lonsta in the band -wagon Cemekteeleg
tt.At the Republic= party has bees
gaining In strength in nearly every
part of the country while the Progres-
sive organisation is well nigh dis-
solved. Bile is about as comprehensive
a bluff as one can rind in political his
(toy.
Most commentators on the program
see one great difficulty In the way of
Its fulfillment. The Journal seen two
dIffIcultion, and the one generilly 
overlooked 114400111 thin greater.
Thu old. guard of_ the Rupubilegn
party will resent this attempt at dic•
taUon, of course, but 'there may be.
--ways of modifying their resentment.
For the most part. the old guard takea
its orders from the big intereeta, and
these interests want to seat their man
In the White House, no matter what
political gymnastics it may take to
accomplish that feat.
Give them back their old tailff graft
and assure them "favorable 
treatment" In letting the contracts which
are necessary to the new program of
national defense, and they care not
a jot for the "crime of the Coliseum."
if Rooney:eft can satisfy them on these
lines, he cuts have their support and
that of all their henchmen.
But there Is another obstacle to the
fusion plan not so easily removed. A
considerable part of the rank and file
of the Progreesiee-oarty- wore. aufLare
-dead in earnest. They left the Repub-
lican party en -a question -of prtuelple
-and they will not come back to It on
a program of plunder. At the last
by-election in Massachusetts, nearly
half the vote lost by Progressives
went to the Democratic candidate. in-
,stegd of to the Repnblican one, and
a similar tendency has been-slown in
-other parts of the country.
There are some votes which no boss
can deliver, and these make the big
barrier to the fusion plan so glibly out-
lined by self-appointed Progressive
leeders,-ChicagoJougnal.
"Tit: Kind Metier tries. 4
"Every tilos mother gets our Calu-
Met I know there's going to be good
things to eat at our house. Delicious,
tender, tempting doughnuts, biscuits,
cakes and pies! I've never seen a bake-
day failure with Calumet. Mother
says it's the only Baking Powder that
insures uniform results."
It se awed Hides. Alverill
/4.••••Cz,1111: P1F.:1-8•• #
Coo.
Cheep and big canBaking Powders do not
save you money. Calumet cl am-Ins Pure
end to sour milk and soda.
SELECTED TIME TO ANSWER
When Blogson Came to a Realization
, That Joke Was Kind of Game
Two Could Flay.
Starvation -Tariff _Profits.
Secretary Redfield of the depart-
ment of commerce has drawn from
the hosiery manufacturers of the
Schuylkill valley in Penusylvanis
strong outburst of righteous indigna-
tion by asserting that they are Mak-
ing a profit of 12 per rent. „ As a
statement of fact this does not seem
to meet objection. tint as a sugg,s-
tion that 12 per cent is enriagh it
causes an uproar. No manufacturer
in any line of busineas„." says one of
them, "really considers .2 per cent a
fair profit."
Most businesses outside of the tar-
iff wards of the nation have to be sat-
Jelled. with an average profit of some-
thing like one-half of 12 per cent,
whether they, want to be satisfied or-
not. But industries able to put the
government back g,f thent wit-a tariff
of from 50 to 100 per cent have not
usually needed to be !satisfied with a
beggarly six per cent, and they do
not intend to be satisfied as long as
there is a chance open of keeping the
government where they have had it.
Twelve per cent with them is not even
a fair minimum. It is only the point
above which reasonable profits begin
and below which starvation and ruin
prevail.
The secretary of cominercn might
as well give up. His attempt to deal
with the tariff question on the assump-
tion that 12 per cent profits ought to
be good enough for any beneficiary is
a failure. There is no "science" in it
It is all starvation.
Country Will Not Scare.
As a warning against industrial
overbuilding on the basis either of
present war business cr what is ex-
petted from ravaged and poverty-
stricken Europe after the war, the
state.nent of Chairman Gary of the
United States steel corporation is well
placed. But as an attempt to scare
the country into a lot of reactionary
legislation, tariff and other, to meet
post-bellum conditions which neither
he nor anyone else can now confident-
ly know anything about, it is not
likeI y to carry far. The politics of
it Is too obvious.
At the rate of 100 yards in 18 sec-
onds Jobson was running for a train
The reason he wasn't running any
faster was that was as fast as he could
run. Or, as children say, all the fast-
er that he could run.
ittioison. on the sidewalk, was mak-
ing no speed at all. The reason was
he was standing still. He wasn't
catching trains that morning.
Suddenly Blogson called;
"Hey. Jobson 7 Jobson! Hey!"
Jobson turned without slackening
his speed any more than he could help.
for he knew that if he didn't catch
that train it would go without him,
and Jobson took nothing in life more
serious than he did catching trains.
"(Join' somewhere?" Blogsou called.
Two days later Blogson's telephone
bell rang at three o'clock in the morn-
ing. Blogson -answered it with one
diand while he rubbed the sleep out
of his eyes with the other. Jobson's
voice:
'This you. Blogson7 Yes, I was go-
to catch a train. G'byl"
GIVING IT A LITTLE REST
Boarder's Explanation for Action With
Coffee Probably Failed to Ap-
pease the Landlady.
In a just-like-home boarding house
In a big city one of the young men
guest.; took a single sip of coffee at
dinner and then placed the cup on the
table. Instantly the boarding mistress
began to take notice.
"What seems to be the matter, Mr.
Smith?" she asked, throwing an in-
quiring eye on the coffee.
"Nothing is the matter, Mrs. Jones,"
replied the boarder "I was-"
"Is that so" caustic-ally interjected
the boarding house mistress. "Then
why did you push that coffee from
you?"
"Well, if you must know, Mrs.
Jones." answered the young man,
poor coffee is so weak that I am mere
ly giving it a little rest"---Philadelphia
Telegraph.
Candidate Hard to Find.
All the Republican party seems to
need Is a presidential candidate who
will be able to give a dinner party
which Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Berner
can both attend and enjoy.
Otherwise Satisfactory.
Barring such trifles as a Democratic
president in the White House and
Democratic majorities ' in . both
branches of congress. Jim Mann finds
present political conditions altogether
to his liking. • ••
Understood it Was Loaded.
"No man in public life understands
the tariff better than Theodbre Roose-
ert"-.Writerin the Philadelphia Pub-
lic Ledger. As shown by the fact
that for seven years he sidestepped
It with marvelous agility. '
Aesernblyrnen Honer Stewart.
,Ltecausts of Um death uf ' State
Senator Jarn•s t - dieWart, TjT
Kneen county, house and sen-
ate both rye-paned for a short period
frosts business's The Senate adjourned
follow/Ins the rsiweipt of wad that Ken.
slur tit/mart bad thud, until Use fee
lowing day
,in all probability the AdmInistratien
corrupt practice act, introduced In the
House by J. Wood Vance, of Barron
voutity, *ill come up for active very
shortly, The measure OM bassi the
backing of praetically all the liemo-
cratic members of the House, accord;
Mg to Mr: liattre It oft interest Tele
lets in the report to be submitted to
the House by the 'peens' committee
named by Speaker Duffy to hear !testi
tiMieertrettris proresettuter-Ntetttotervi
- C. faelsese -of iierelleolle,
to the unseating or "Tittle BITT- Allen,
at prepent serving as Representative
from the district compered of (Raton
and Wayne counties The work of
drafting the report' has been cone
picked.. Grover If. Cary, of elleleein
county, Is I lialrniala of the (vain:Mee
Although the Senate committee, to
which wan referred the bill elevating
the county of Manley out of a part of
Pike, has reported the measure favor-
gbif, the Holies committee that sat in
Joint session with the Senate intutult-
toe when ermument tor. and against the.
Proposition was heard, has not yet
taken action. Representative H. C.
Kaufman. of Garrard cuunty, chair-
men, said that various members of
his committee desire tnore time in
which to go over the maps, petitions
and other papers submitted during the
beene, before deciding Whether, the
pending' bill is a good one.' In order
that those seeking the impeachment
of County Judge J. E. William's, of Mc.
(nary, may have tine in which to
bring to Frankfort additional witness.,
is, the- Reuse eiimiiiitteritEat hie 'been
sitting as a grand jury in the came, has
postponed the hearing of further tes-
timony until some date In the near
future. Representative VV. A. Price..
of Covington; is chairman of the com-
mittee. An the preeent -session of the
General Assembly grows older the inn
_preselen„ is _gaining .11110111L,the mem'
bernhip that it will be impossible to
draft and eneet a revenue measure
wht-the-tirne remantiogeeit is be'
lug pointed out that this Is one of the
biggest undertakings confronting the
legislators, and the belief that it can
be accomplished successfully only dur-
ing a special session of the legislature
46'41,4 - fee 4hai.epegleselposo-de-ne.
coming general.
Opposes Workmen's Compensation.
Joseph M. Lee, of .the law depart-
ment of the city of Louisville, appear-
ed before a Joint meeting of the horege
and senate -committees-to-which have
been referred so-called workmen's
compensation bills. He wants except-
ed cities of the first class and rail-
roads. Under the present law, Mr,
Lee said, city employes may not sue
the city for injuries they sustain, but
were a compensation bill, applying to
cities of the first class, to be enacted,
the city of Louisville would be re-
quired to pay out on an average of
830,000 or $40.900 a )ear. Regarding
exceptions of the railroads from the
provisions of a compensation law. Mr.
Lee, as attorney for the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen, said that a
great majority of the men emliloyed
by railroads do not wish to be de-
prived of their right to bring suit to
recover damages, believing that they
realize more that way than through
enactment of a compensation measure.
Consideration of- the-pending measures
will be taken up again before a report
is agreed upon.
"Health Officer Bill."
So amended as to conform _to the
wishes of Mayor Buschmeyer, of Lou-
isville, the Ail-time health Officer Bill
will be reported favorably in the house.
The purpose of the measure is to em-
power fiscal courts to employ as health
officers men who will devote their en-
tire time te the work, each county, or,
In sparsely settled sections, a group
of counties, having such an office.
Mayor Buschmeyers objection to the
bill, as originally drafted, was that it
provided for a health board of three
members in every city of 10,000 or
more inhabitants. In'voicing kis ob-
jection the mayor was not aware, it
is said, that under the present law
Louisville is entitled to a health board
of six members. So far as that city is
concerned, however, the law has been
a dead letter. Ilv reason of the agreed
amendment to the All-time Health Bill
that section of it relating to health
boards will not apply to counties con-
taining cities of the first and second
class.
Model Roads Bill te-Ele Drafted.
As chairman of the senate commit-
tee of public roads and highways, Sen.
ator Webster Helm, Campbell county,
will draft a model bill providing for
working convicts on the public roads
from all the bills on this subject that
have been referred to his committee.
The committee met to undertake the
consideration of the road bills, but
took no action.
Fire and Insurance Measure.
Representative Price, of Conington,
mot with the joint committee on fire
and marine insurance, which has un-
der consideration the insurance code.
This committee was addressed by
Frank G. Snyder, Louisville, in behalf
of the insurance men; Alfred Brandeis,
H. P. Barrett and Pendleton Beckley.
Louisville. and Ruby Lafoon, Atadlson-
vine, chairman of the insurance rating
bureau. The joint committee- on tntr
ntc.ipallttes met to consider the "Jim
Crow" bill, which, If passed, will be





In a school for feeble-minded chil-
dren a haughty young teacher was one
day counting out her money, whilst
standing at her desk facing her class.
Presently one of the youngsters, who
had been watching the proceedings
with undisguised interest, broke out:
"Please, miss, is them yer wages?'"
Darting a glance of indignation at
the inquisitive boy, she remarked with
curt displeasure:
"Yes."
"Oh." said the boy, with wide-opened
eyes and mouth, "when does ye wark
for 'em?"
Appropriate.
"I am invited to -attend Smith's
wooden wedding. and I suppose they'll
expect me to make a speech What
can I say that will be suitable to the
occasion"
"Oh. Mat mike up something Out ol
yoUr own head."
-



























0. 1. JENNINGS, EDITOR.
ZAsseted_at_the pustuew• st murray, Kentucky, for transmission en*
the malls as second class matter.
THuttaDAY. FESTIVARY :t IWO
'GOV. STANLEY'S- POSITION.
The: edger se -ords to- Gov-
Stanley a perfect right to sup-
port or oppose any measure that
might be proposed by the people
of the state,bTit1iuDtaW..- bring about the defeat of such a 42 centimeter Krupp in hishis supporters to claim for him
loyalty to any measure when his
measures, and when he wields back yard with the muzzle point-
conduct shows hi to 
the club of authority to accom- ing right at the kitchen door, orm oppesed 
phsh such an end he reduces the awake to find an army of Japs
such a measure. Many citizens playing hart kari on his front
lawn, or be aroused from peace-
ful slumber most any night to
find a band of Mexican guerrillas
doing the bunny hug preparato-
ry to administering the sympa-
thy shot. We have about con-
cluded that the United States is
without an army, its navy a fos-
silized aggregation of wash tubs,
its soldiers tin toys, its navy and
army officials ignoramuses and
grafters, its statesmen escaped
inmates of the various Mattewsns
of the country and its entire cit-
izenship composed of nothing
more than mountains of decay-
ing flesh and dead men's bones.
Today we are witnessing the
president out appealing for "pre-
pare I ness, " Roosevelt waving
the bloody shirt, and Bryan with
his stein of grape juice, clamor-
ing day and night for peace at
ittilvprice. Monthly periodicals
are yelling they are coming from
every quarter, weekly journals
overwhelming us with the yel-
low peril, and the daily press era-
call to place at the disposal of
any set of individuals $20,000
annually- out of the cormnois
school funds for such a purpose.
On with education for Ken-
tucky's future men and women,
at the same time regretting but
realizing that the dial of time
can not be turned back for those
who have crossed the Rubicon.
of the state supported Mr. Stan-
ley in his race for the democrat-
ic nomination with the firm con-
viction that he would not use the
ward abolishing the annuel ap-
propriation made to the agricul-
tural ckpartteent to defray the
expenses of holding farmer's in-
stitutes throughout the state.
The Ledger would be delighted
to see • wider propaganda for
a greater agricultural develop-
ment throughout the common-
wealth, but from personal obser-
vation we must agree that the
preached such gospel are merely The question of national "pre- $$0,000 now being used for that
winking the other 41711,_ parednees" is assuming alarm- purpose is almost entirely a Lite
Coy. Stanley has a perfect-10g proportions, if one is to judge less expenditure. It is agreed
right to be oppmed to any or all from reading the papers and pa- that it furnishes expenses for a
prohibition measures, but he riodicals of the country, One seilhotad not promeitute MS offiee_to_can expect any
 morning
 to 
find ofethecradepartl weeks' jaunt for the hoed
fnant tmother with a
legislators of this state to the
estate of vassals who must obey
every beck and call. _We hope
that every Calloway democrat
fully understands the positionInfluence Of the office of govern-
or to defeat any prohibition
measures that might be propos-
ed by the legislature, and many
of his most ardent supporters op-
enly defended him with the
strong declaration that he would
not have veto power- should the
legislature adopt a resolution
submitting the question of state-
wide to the voters for their ac-
ceptance or rejection. This con- 1 priat ion of $20,000, to be paid
tention was correct, but lot .out of the common school fund,
see if Gov. Stanley has not been;and devoted to a further exten-
a rather active opponent of thelsion of the moonlight frolics, of
which Mrs. Cora Wilson Stew-
art is chief promoter. It-is
measure that should be defeated.
It would be a dangerous prece
dent to establish. Everf—whim
and fancy of possibly well-mean-
ing individuals can not be fos-
tered at the expense of the edu-
cation of the youths of the state
and should not be given serious mining hundreds and thousands or add vaseline to make an oint-
consideration. The good. inten- of columns of experts' dope into ment. You will then have six-
tions of misguided individuals, our ignorant craniums until we teen ounces of the healing reme-
who think it an easy matter to have, hound like, backed into dy for harness and saddle gall,
"teach old dogs new tricks," the safest corner to be found, barbed wire cuts, scratches, or
should not be permitted to make and the first hyphenated son of
the-experiment at the expense Shun 01 slant eyed- gink that
of the common school fund. It Comes toward that corner is go
is a regretable condition of af- ing to find us prepared for most
fairs to confess that Kentucky any eventuality, and the first
pail of kraut with weinerwurst
decorations that sticks its peri-
scope upon the horizon is going
to be chased with Budweiser and
sent to the bottom without the
aid of a torpedo. We have given
every inch we are going to, and
henceforward it 's death or else.
- - 
Gov. Stanley occupies in regard
to the question of prohibition
ãii iiithe future there ihotild
arise no question regarding the
matter.
proposed prohibition measures.
The Louisville Times is the roe,
ognized mouthpiece of the Gov-
ernor, and any statements con-
tabled in its columns are right...
fully classed as being "inspir-
ed." We take the following from
a recent issue of the Times fol-
lowing the defeat of the Frost
amendment:
"Gov. Stanley was busy all day
yesterday receiving congratula-
tions on his signal victory in put
ting state-wide prohibition to
sleep by encompassing the de•
feat of the Frost bill in the state
senate. Democrats from every
section of the state wired the
Governor felicitating him on the
success of his effort and that the
disrupting issue was shelved for
the good of the party. Many re- is one of the ranking states in
gard the action of the` upper illiteracy, but to endeavor to im-branch ae the turning point in
the Prohibition agitation in Ken- prove the condition by placing
tucky." the cart before the horse is rank
Thus the Times gives Gov. folly, There is a correct way,
Stanley full credit for the defeat and to it the law makers of the
of the measure, and certainly state should give heed and at-
the general public must accept tention__A larger school fund
the statement as true. Not con- and it-judiciously expended; an
tent with the power he wields eight months free term; consoli-I A recent dispatch from Frank-
over members of the senate it is dation and transportation where fort says: "Attorney- General
now openly declared that the ex- practical; a compulsory attend- Logan announced yesterday that
ecutive is going to deal a simt- ance law and it rigidly enforced, he had appointed Eli Brown, for-
tar measure introduced_in-tha and last but parafdount-a-higher mer prison commissioner, as at-
house a "body blow." as evi- educational requirement of the torney for the state rating board.
denced by the following, also teacher. Scores of young ladies The place has been unfilled for
from the Governor's mouthpiece, and young men are employed to some time. it pays $3,000 'a
- -the Louisville Times: teach school in Calloway county, year." Under the present ad-
"Since its defeat in the senate and likewise in every other coun- ministration nothing as juicy as
the chances of passing a state- ty of the state, who have not this is going to be permitted to
_wide prohibition amendment I even completed a high school ed- lay around loose very long.through the house have material-i i°cation. It s impossible to im- Those little sixty-cent jobs thatly lessened, as Gov. Stanley and
his administration are unaltera- part to others scmething •not caused such a howl to emanate
bly opposed to the submission of Possessed. Compel attendance from the governor soon after he
• such an amendment as at an- of the children and demand qual- ' was inaugurated because "there
ante with the platform utteren- Ification upon the part of the was no legal provision for them"cee of both parties and this has 
served t stiffen the backbones -iteacher, and when the present have been knocked into a cock-
of-many
o
 of the representatives, 1 generation reaches the estate of i ed hat, but with two assistants
who otherwise might have lids- womanhood-and manhood Ken- to the attorney general at a sal-
taken theeoereiatentea of theasfai- tucky will take rank with other ary of $275 per month, and this
hibitioniete for popular clamor +commonwealths in the matter of above named job to care for afora vote'on 'state wide.' The d t--e uca ion.. It is not questioned political favorite at the sum of I• administration is centident of
• 
! _rieatinste,istate„,ittee_ano-wt-_--re- ba. but -that Kentucky has her quota $3,000 per annum, there will be
dy bl )w in th.e !ewer beanch and ;of parents who are not able from no dearth of avenues for getting
w;11 be reedy. wheri the fight a financial standpoint to provide rid of the surplus resenues. We
ceneee up." !the actual necessities to enable' take it for granted that Mr.
sitratre-the--4sotenf both- teratte-etheit Children to attend school. Hines V4II see td it-thsit he per-
and house members have assail. Take this proposed mdonlight mits Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart,
-ed the-Governor for pernicious , holt: fund and supplement it 1 of moonlight frolic fame, to per-
activity' in the eiatter, and. the with such additional annual ap- sue the even tenure of her way.
chare"C-lesiebeenernade that -patet-preptiot;en as—is necessary to profiting- by-the hornet's nest
ronage of his office is been provide for the wants of such raised by the assistant to the at-
-bartered to bring.about the tie. children and place them where torney general. Mr. Duffy, who
..feat of these measures, and that' they caa-be trained. -It--is-man-1 seems to have run amuck in his
. he has even agreed with .repub ifestly Much  better to_expendl first endeavor to-earn hisprince-
'Bean members-upon the provis- the state funds in such a manner
,ions of a re-dietricting bill in rather to expend' them in build
order to secure the support of ing andmaintaing eleemosynary
-certain members of that party in institutions, jails and peniten-
bringing abciut thisalefeat. It he:UT-ries for the present generation weekly patent medicine advar-
true that the Governor has made later in life. They are wards of tisement either. One of the few
public denial of these charges, , the commonwealth and must be past times and pleasures of the
but the folks who were hood-cared for now later in life, school children of the city just
;ivinked into votieg for him upon Suet-ally-by night fallacies aS at the present. Stringent rhea:-
the clap-trap - that he was -for LmoonIkrbt frolics'will not educate iturs.enst s .honulndip-bke adopted to stampy na -possible_rem wlva4ev-' fhe eeiaieanshipeaf the state, -11;h4+'
.er now -feel keenly their disap, kelt informed senators and rep- • A measure has been-introduc-
pointment, and those -who resentatives will not heed thered in the legislature looking to-
The egg has hatched and it's
a rooster, and he is already crow-
ing lustily for food. A bill has
been introduced in the legisla-
ture calling for an annual appro-
few others of barges, but the
good accomplished is not coin•
mensurate with the outlay of
cash. Evidently some better
way can be planned for the ex
penditure of that sum of money.
--
News Come. from Barbourville
Ky., that J. L. Fuson, who is
the father of thirty children, has
recently brought a damage.suit
In the circuit court of Knox cou-
nty. ?tutor' Is suing the Cum-
berland tailroad, claiming he
was injured when a freight train
backed into a passenger train on
the Brush Creek line.—News
Item.
Train ought to backed into him





it must be awfully embarrass-
ing even to a simling head editor
of a country newspaper to see an
editorial stolen by him reproduc-
ed in a city paper and credited
to the thief. What we term,
"caught with the goods on him."
•
•
Scratch,. scratch, scrath! Itch,
ith, itch! And say, this is not a
• — 6",
Make 43•7•-lis5 Remedy 41
Hons.
Buy a 50c bottle of Farris Heal-
ing Remedy', add to it a pint of
linseed oil to make a healing oil.
any hurt or sore where theq, skin
is brawn. Postively guaranteed
the beat made. Make it at home.
By so doing you have $2.0e wotth
for 50c.—Sexton Bros.
LUMBER WANTED.
Wanted 500,000 feet of plain,
dry oak lumber; one inch thick.
Write A. P. Jacobs, Paris, Tenn.
Can't look well, eat well, or
feel well with impure blood.
Keep the blood pure with Bur-
dock Blood Bitters. Eat simply,
take exercise, keep clean, and
good health is pretty sure to fol.





Does Pik Interfere? IK
There is a remedy at_
Sloan's  
Read this ungolinted grateful
testimony--
Not long ago my left knee be-
came lame and sore. It pained
rue many reale,* nights. So se-
rious did It become that I iris
forced to confider giving up my
work wisest I ohanced to think of
Slosn's Liniment. Let me faq—





Physician and Surgeon 
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Kirksey, -:- Kentucky „
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Get MeEtrath's caprices be-
fore buying.
WONDERFUL Campaign Year Bargain.
THE ST. LOUIS
DAILY GLOBE-DEMOCRAT
Every Day Except Sunday
Six Days in Every Week
TWO DOLLARS PER YEAR
Extra special campaign rate on yearly subscriptions only.
limited to orders received by March I, il.16; open to subscribers
who receive their mail by Rural Free Delivery or Star Route
hod at posteffices where there is noi newsdiler handling the Dai-
ly Globe-Detne.crat; not open to subscribers who live in towns
served by Daily-Globe Democrat ne*sdealers.
Not an Incomplete "Rural Route Edition"
The REAL Daily Globe-Democrat
Comprehensive and absolutely trustworthy reports of the
__Ilig_e_Veuts_preeeding, during ana foLlowing the Republican Na-
' tional Convention at Chicago and the Democratic National Cott-
ventiq mist St, Louis. Every detail. from st trt to finish, of the
Important campaign Kf Ma. -The truth the whole truth, with-
Qut bias and without prejudice. All 4he news of all the eartii.
..An interesting and helpful page for woinen every day. Correct
mark et- rffiii- lifIghtest-and fuitesreport news. -rnequalea
special features for all the fatally. Clean, reliable, up to the
minute. In every way, complete. In every way, supreme. In
every way. the best.
Send in your subscription today. If you virssi die GREAT SUN-
DAY GLOBE-DEMOCRAT add two dollars for ikat issue, making
$4.00 for the Daily, including Sunday, one year.. Simnple copier),
free.,





















-Office Over Postoff ice in Cit-
izens Bank Building.
Both 'Phones 26
1; 1. W. KEYSATTORNEY
Office With Drs. Keys & Keys.
GATLIN !WILDING.
DR LB. FITS DR RICHARD IETS--




Phones: Cumb. 75. Ind. 90.
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Farm Loans.
Five year's time with rep
ment privilege. No loan
more than half the value of I
No loan for less than $750.
and M. D. Holton, Agen
- --



























For Sale. —Buggy and harness.
Cheap. See John Clupton. 1272'
For Friday ancligaturday I will
pay 26 cents per dozen for ego.
—W. W. McElrath.
Miss Ruth Taylor, of Boonville,
Miss., arrived here Monday to be
the guest of Mies Louise Graham
for some time. .
Miss Louise Graham returned
home Sunday from Paris where
she was the guest of friends for
the past two weeks.
Forty-one young ladles and
young men left Murray Suhday
afternoon for Bowling Green,
Ky., where they will enter the
Western Kentucky Normal;
Noble Harris left the first of
the week for a business trip to
Frankfort, Ky. He is expecting
to be appointed to u position in
the auditor's office and here's
hoping that he lands the plum.
_..... Mrs. Perry Thurman, of near
Brandon's Mill, was received at
the hospital late Monday night
of this week for an operation for
appendicitis. ()sing to her crit-
ical condition the Operation was
performed soon after her arriv-
al that night.- She is doing very
nicely at this time.
C. A. Bishop, the liveryman,
was operated upon Monday of
this week at the Murray Surgi
--W-HoepitaTfor gall stones and
appendicitis, 180 gall stones be-
ing removed. He was taken ill
Sunday and his condition became
critical rapidly. He is improv-
n g since the operation.
We call attention to the adver-
tisement of Potts & Belcher in
this issue of the Ledger. These
gentlemen have come to 'Murray
and opened a meat market in the
Morris building, adjoining the
Overby & Cleaver grocery. They
will appreciate a share of your
business and state that they ex-
pect to conduct a sanitary place
sensoensoesecessomsoemo
iSS Rozelle Wilson 
.; and furnish the best possible
il








NSES from $1.00 up.
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ones: Cumb. 75. Ind. 90.
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Fern -Lem.
re year's time with re
privilege. No loan
than half the value of I
Ian for less than $750.
id M? D. Holton, Agen
iger ads pay 100 per cal
-
Mrs. Sue Anderson, of Camp-
bell, Mo., was in Murray the
past week transacting business.
She is a daughter of the late Joe
Jenkins and was born in this co-
unty, leaving here quite young.
She was accompanied to Murray
by Charley Johnson, who is a
. oo of the late Mrs. A. V. Tutt.
'men:1 . Anderson returned home
Cart eisetter part_of the past week,





Huey Bros. will pay 76 cents
for good millieg corn
---MaEleath will pay -26 centsaier
dozen fur eggs Friday and Satur-
day of this week -
Don't use harsh physics. The
reaction weakens the bowels,
leads to chronic constipation.
Get Doan's Resruletn. They op-
erate easily. 2c et all stores. _
Mrs. John Caraway, who re- 1
Sides two miles east of the city,
Is very low of cancer and her i
death is momentarily expected. I
She has been suffering of the ,
malady for some time. Mrs.
Caraway is the mother of Mrs.
Eli Alexander, of this city.
Miss Treva Cochran, who re-!
cently moved with her parents
to Paducah, has been quite ill ci(
an attack of appendicitis. Dr.
Mason, of this city, was called
to her bedside. She is much im-
proved the past few days and
again able to be up.
W. A. Baucom left Tuesday
fOr Tulsa. Ok. He will visit dff-
fert sections of that state and
Texas with a view of finding a
location. He recently sold his
farm at Cherry to Deputy Sher-
iff Felix Bailey, who has moved
to the place. •
Charley Broach has 'sold his
-Interest in the Broach & Fain
grocery to his partner, Mr. Fain,
who will continue the business.
Mr. Broach has purchased the
Parks mill, just west of the city
limits, and will devote his time
to that business and engage_
stoci• trading.
Mies Annie R. Wear, who has
been teaching to -the- Blandville
High School for the past four or
five months, has resigned her
position and will in a few days
go to Hazard, Ky., where she
Ihas accepted a position as book-keeper in the Perry County State
Bank.—La Center Advance.
Lee Potts and family left for
Murray Wednesday where they
will reside in the...future. Mr.
Potts is engaged in the meat
market business in our neighbor-
ing city to the south.—Benton
Tribune-Democrat. Mr. Potts
has opened his shop in the Mor-
ris building one door west of the
Overby grocery.
Mrs. Helen Padgitt, a former
resident of this county, died at
her home in Arkansas the 22nd
of last month at about 83 years
of age. She was an aunt of E.
P. Phillips, of this city, and Dr.
J. R. Phillips, of Almo. She had
been a resident of Arkansas
since 1884. Before leaving here
she resided in. the. Bethel section
county, -
•
I'm the new Salesman.
I'm going to be in this Paper every week.
I shall tell you WHO keeps the best goods.
WHERE pour money buys the most. WHAT
the new styles are. WHEN the new goods
come in and why to make our store your
store.





Becy Bros. will pay 75 cents
for good milling corn. 232*
Egge.aggs. eags! Will Ray
1:6 cents per dozen Friday and
Saturday.- W. W. McElrath.
Mrs J. D. Rowlett and son
were in Paducah the past week
the guests of her mother, Mrs.
Whitfield.
I- Mrs. Jas. Banks spent severaldays of the put week in Padu-
cah visiting her sister, Mrs. P.
0. Meloan.
Notice.—I have bought the
Parks mill and it will be run
each Tuesday. Thursday and Sat-
urday.—C. R. Broach.
Luther Robertson, member of
the grocery firm of Robertson &
Farmer, is quite ill at his home
in South Murray of 'pneumonia.
Read what W. P. Brisendine
has to say in his advertisement
In this issue af the, Ledger, and
watch for them each week.
For any pain, burn, scald or
bruise, apply Dr. Thomas' Elec-
tric Oil—the household remedy.
Two sizes, 25c and 50c, at ail
drug stores.
Mr. Harrison Paschal, of near
Harris Grove, father of Mrs. Joe
i
Lancaster, is quite ill of pneu-
monia, and owing to his advanc-
ed age fears are entertained for
his recovery.
All those indebted to Broach 8r
Fain will please come forward
and settle as the firm has chang-
ed from Broach & Fain to T. W.
Fain.The books will be found
whAtitr. Fain.
J.. Martin returned home
iindaY iiiklit-fritniAhtotito-.
Texas, where-he spent the past
several weeks with his wife. He
says that Mrs. Martin is enjoy-
l ing splendid health.
1 Dr. Richard Keys and bride
arrived in Murray Monday af-
ternoon and will go to house-
keeping in tke cottage recently-
vacated by Mr. Wadlington, on
Price street, within a short time.
Mrs. C. C. Hughes and son,
Nat Ryan Hughes, returned to
their home in Little Rock, Ark.,
last Saturday, after spending
the past several weeks here the
guests of her parents, Mr. Nat
Ryan and wife.
A daughter was born the past
week to Buford Houston and
wife, who live southeast of the
city. Mrs. Houston is a daught-
er of J. F. Morris, and grandpa
"Pop" is very pround of his
'first grandchild.
C. A. Hood sold his interest in
the Hood, Hughes & Irvan lum-
ber business some three weeks
ago to his partners, Hughes &
Irvan, who will continue the
business. Cluff kept the matter
:so quiet that it came very near
not leaking out at all.
Mrs. Llub Wicker died last
Thursday at her home a few
miles east of the city after a lin-
gering illness. She was operat-
ed upon some several weeks ago
for gall stones and rallied splen-
didly, but owing to her depleted
condition at the time she was
never able to regain:her wasted
strength. Mrs. Wicker w a s
about 35 years of age and was a
splendid woman, was widely
known and had many friends.
She was a sister of Mr. J. D.
Purdom, of this city. She is sur-
vived by a husband and many
'relatives. The burial took place
lin the Gardner grave yard after
funeral services conducted by
Elder Henson.
_
A 25 Per Gent
Reduction Sale
Commencing Jan. 22nd and
continuing for 30 days, we will
sell all our men's suits, men's
and boys' overcoats at a reduc-
tion of 25 per cent. We mean
exactly:what we say. Our geods
are all marked in plain figures,
and we could not deceive you if
we were so disposed. This means
Spot cash over the counter and
the chance of your life to get a




'Tteed newr trivets tut, '` and
the many bad back sufferers i
Murray are glad to learn where
relief may be found. -Many a
lame, weak and aching back is
bad no more, thanks to Doan's
Kidney Pills. Ilere is an exam.
ple worth reading:
W. It Broach, ex-county as-
sessor, Murray, Ky., says: "I
have had attacks-of-kidney trous-
ble occasionally and have always
taken Doan's Kidney Pills. They
have never failed to help
Others have also told me wha
great good they have had from
this medicine."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kiduey remedy
--get Doan's Kidney Pills—the
same that.Mr. Broach had. Fos-
ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
N.Y.
Tesaessee Riese Hills.
Mr. Jim Finney, Jr., is not so
well as he has been.
I think at this writing we
could accept a little gravel in the
high places on our roads. As for
myself I am in favor of more
gravel and less mud, but it takes
elbow greece for that.
Mr. Childers has bought Mr,
Dave Miller's place and a piece
of land from S. L. Evans, and
will move to the latter place. We
welcome Mr. Childers to our ne-
ighborhood, he Is a:good farmer
and citizen.
I notice our big voted
against prohibition for the
lipine islsnds, while State Sena-
tor Glenn voted for state-wide.
I hope that all the members of
congress will vote for the immi-
gration bill. It should not be
confined to the Chinese and the
Hindus. I have thought for the
past twenty years that it was a
bad policy for the United States
to be made a dumping ground for
the ignorant and vicious of the
world, but it has been.—Ho Bo.
Medicine err Fist
You have always bought the
bulky stock food and given to
your stock as a medicine. Why
not buy only the medicine and
furnish your own food? The med-
icine will be much more certain.
In fact, B. A. Thomas Stock
Remedy is so certain to give the
right results that we sell it on
the money back plan. If it does
not straighten up your horse or
cow or sheep, we give your mon-
ey back.—Sexton Bros.
100 Males Wanted.
I will be in Murray, Ky., on
Saturday, Feb. 5th to buy iod
mules from four to seven years
old and from fifteen to sixteen
hands high. Bring them in if
you want to sell.—Alex Smith.
For Sale Cheap.—Big bone
Poland China registered pigs:
three months old; can furnish
them in pairs not akin. Farm
1 mile north of Shiloh.—F. M.
Ross, Dexter, Ky., Rt. 1. 232
Hives, eczema, itch or salt
rheum sets you crazy. Can't bear
the touch of your clothing.
Doan's Ointment is fine for skin
itching. All druggists sell it, 50c
a box.
We carry a full stock of elec-
tric light supplies, consisting of
globes,.: wire, sockets, rosettes,
cleats, tubes, fuse plugs; also
telephone supplies.—Sexton Bro-
thers. 1272
• For Sale.—Mules two and three
years old this spring. Come and
look them over.—J. A. Futrell&
Son, east of Almo. 1272'
If you want a delivery wagon
at any time call Yewel Williams
at Cole's grocery and it will be
sent at once. _ 1273'
For Sale.—Fifty young Barred
Rock hens and eight young cock-
erels. Pure strain. 75 cents
each.- Mrs. W. L WIlitnell. 2
Friday and.Saturday I willisell
wheat bran at $1.35 per bag.—
W. W. McElrath,




THE SIMPLEST WAY widows, Not Wives, Mews is WeInsurance.
- - - _
T"Thn the 11PailifTrii 'Mont," it
February American Mass-
ie the following:
"WI ves object to life insurance
but widows never." This some-
'what cynical thrust at human
nature, used as a slogan by one
the great insurance compan•
lee, points to a most serious evil
In the American mtern of fam-
liv financgt—the lack of interest
in insurance matters by tbs wo-
men in the fssmily. She and her
en are-the- chef benedet-
ilrieS from—ifelii.ly all forms of
insurance, certainly from life in-
surance, fire insurance, health
and accident insurance, fire in-
surance on the home itself and
tire insurance on the furniture in
the home. Yet she usually re-
-gardi It as -dry---subject and
leaves it to the men folks.
"I have known cases where
,agents.had practically signed up
a man, only to have his wife step
into the room and force his  to 
withdraw. Women are too--Ig-
norant of the true meaning' of
life insurance. They associate
It with.death, a distasteful sub-
ject, failing to realize that it Is
solely a means of making cer-
tain that the man has most need
of working for, the material sup-
port of his family and that a man'
has no more idea of dying when
he takes out insurance. than a
factory owner expects his plant
to burn down when he insures It
time he forgets about fire lea-t
against fire.---In fact, the
ter he takes out a poltcy:' 
IS THE BEST_ WAY
A. IL twills if Sprtngastd Give. a
Romp, Irtr Oisti!scOvskr
A. E. LERCHE
"If you t-', ..r get the blues." be said.
"it ir v, ell to know the 41111pleNt and
hest way to get rid of them, cilium.
nests, nervousness and general upaet
condition preceding the blue.; II...unity
are duo tc.i.tho relentless grip or con-
stipation on the nervous system. That_
simplest way to meet this condition is
to have a box of Bezel! Orderlies In
your pocket and the best way Is to
take one wliellsus feel the attack coax-
ing on. It is the finest tazaure -tor
men, women and children j know of.
and 14 a regular antidote tior lb* blues
—the best e‘er."
•••••••••
We have the exclusive selling- rights for




The spirit of modern progress
i n education is most clearly
shown in the new method of
teaching music. Heretofore the
pupil began studying when small
but was grown before satisfac
tory progress was attained. The
"Progressive Series of Lei-ions,
Exercises, Studies, and-Annotat-
ed Music," edited by Leopold
Godosky, assisted by the great-
est living musicians and teach-
ers of the world, and pUblished
by the Art Publication Society,
at St. Louis, has occupied eight
years in preparation and is the
latest word in human progress
of musical education. The
material makes it possible to
pursue the study of music in the
same logical manner as all other
educational branches, and con-
tains nothing that is not abso-
lutely necessary for thorough
musical knowledge. This course
is particularly valuable for all
pupils who expect to teach, for
when two years' work has been
completed a Teacher's Certificate
with its privileges is given. The
full four years course is equal to
a four years conservatory course.
The Society, when the four years
study is completed, will give at
one of their chosen Conservato-
ries a ten weeks' course free.
The State College Committee on
accredited subjects in the High
School, has placed music on the
list and will allow music credit
to count toward graduation, and
same credit to be accepted by
colleges as entrance credit. Pro-
vided, the work is done on the
basis of requirement as set forth
in the Progressive Series.
For further and complete in-
formation see Mrs. E. J. Beale.
To Settle Mooted Question.
The Nashville Banner says:
1,Bishop KE Hoes arrived Friday
night to mend several days in
Nashville. Bishop Hoss is here
for the first time since his return
from his trip to Australia, Ja-
pan, China and Korea.
Bishop Hoes left Monday for
Baltimore, accompanied by Dr.
H. M. DuBose, the newly elect-
ed book editor of the Methodist
Publishing House and editor of
the Methodist Quarterly Review.
They go to Baltimore to attend a
meeting of the commission se-
lected to settle the matter of the
priority of Methodism, the ques-
tion involved being whetheate-
thodism was established in Am-
erica in 1766. in New York, or
whether it originated in Mary-
land in 1760 or 1764. The data
on the subject will be discussed
and the question determined.
Miss Elizath liingigrand doe.
ghter of W. 0. Wear and wife,
and Mr. Wm. Freuend, both of
Memphis, Tenn., were united in
marrige Tuesday night of this
week. It was a gretna green af-
fair, and the announcement of
gieir wedding the nes,. morning
was quite a surprise to the pa-
rents of the young lady.
Results—Ledger ads—try one.
Buyers read the Ledger ads,
POTTS 8,. BELCHER 
E are now  located next door to
VT Overby & Cleaver and extend to
you a cordial imitation to visit our place.
We promise you nice treatment at all
Limes and the very best Meat that the '
----- market affords.





















Look and Feel -
—Clean, Sweet and--_-
Fresh Evely1)4




EkeelIent Type of Structure Used r-
Life is not merely to live, but to
Live well. eat well, digest well, work
well. sleep well, look well. What •
glorkma condition to attain, and -yet
hew very easy it is if one will only
adopt the morning inside bath.
Folks who are accustomed to feel
dull and heavy when they arlae, tee*
o.42. —tint headache. AULT_ IrenlA cilia. foul
--;--------estegue. tasty breath. acid Mottled',
instead. feel as fresh as a daisy
by opening the sluices of the system
each morning and flushing out the
whole of the internal poisonous stag-
nant matter.
Everyone, whether ailing, sick or
well, should, each morning, before
breakfast, drink a glass of real hot
water with a teaapObArfat•Of limestone
phosphate in it to -wash from the
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels the
previous day's indigestible waste.. soar
bite and pOliorious totting. thus clean*
ins, sweetening and purifying the en-
tire alimentary tract before putting--
Snore food into the stomach. The ac-
tion of hot water and limestone phos•
phate on an empty stomach deawend ef-
fully invigorating. It cleans out all the
sour fermentations, 'gases. waste and,
acidity and gives one a splendid ape
petite for breakfait. 11'hlle yoteoes-
enjoying your breakfast the water and
phosphate is quietly extracting a large
volume of water from the blood and
getting ready for a thorough flushing
of all the inside organs.
The milltons of 'motile who are both-
ered with constipation, bilious spells,
stomach trouble. rheumatism. °there
who hive sallow, skins, blood .disor-
dere and sickly cumplexicasore urged 
toget a quarter pound of limestone
pheephate from an store that handles
drugs which ivill cost very little, but
is sufficient 10 'Make anyone a pro-
agninced crank on the subject Of In-
ternal sanitation.-Adv.
Wrong Impression.
A Quaker fell asleep in meeting and
soon began to snore. l'or awhile the
STRIDES IN EGG PRODUCTION
-- -
Delaware Station Poultrymen Con.
fronted With Men Which Laid
344 -togs In-3118 Days.- -  at Government Farm.
•••••••••••••••••••....•
Structure Presents Very Attractive,
Appearance iti4Ma _henna ant,
Isfactory In Service-Oetaila
of Construction.
There are numerous forma of Indi-
vidual hog Lamle* constructed to be
pertable and adopted to *esteem°.
Sari • liner-With pigs, or two or three
hogs. Almost every portable house
that is built possesses certain feature*
peculiar to Itself atel reaaderetlettecea
eery by tha circubistatices whit h it is
- iatatifttft'd .10 late:a Thwattpa of hog
house tleecribed here has been suc-
cessfully used on the governtuent ea.
perltuental farm at Itelteville.
This house-presents a very attrac-
tive appearance and has proved antis
factory In general tiervice. It Is sim-
ple in conetruction and possesses all
the essentials of an ideal beg !muse.
It -ran he- moved from place le Olen
whenever desired The perpendicular
a
Not very many years ago the 200;
egg hem mad' het appearance. She
era not greeted With open arms tat
Poultry:Lela but was rather consideted
---40-be-a-freat - au- {wept-Tone 150111g
that would not perpetuate her kind.
Her cool reception. however, Was no
mote than over before the 100-egg
he became a "common" occurrence
in the four Missouri egg laying con-
tests 1411 hens or 1U i laid at* ewes
or over. The individual record last
year went to a huff Wyandotte with




phia•North Atuvriven coterie at the
Delaware station poultrymen are con-
fronted with a hen which laid 314
eggs In 365 days, Oregon hens have
alai produced over 300 eggeln a year,
lime. Is telt 300-egg hen being re-
ceived! Almost In the mime way as
was the 20.0-egg hen. Wendy rful
strides have been made and. will be
made to get high producers. But the
real peoblem before. poultrymen is to
perpetuate the egg laying qualities
. which- have been drveloped.- The nee
,egg hen may soon beaeltailitel in the
same way that the Ihr-vgg boo was
classed a few years ago.
Poultrytaen may well be proud-of
what they have arcomplished but
ettrey--eatmcre-reer *arum; ed until they
perpetuate the desired qualities. And
that takes years of experience and
careful trelecticm.-Orange Judd Farm
IT. 
• 
Frorrt and End View of Portable Hew
House; Roof Open for Sunshine,
Back Open for.Shade.
walla furnish plenty of Them space.
which can be used to good advantage.
The doors, ventilators, and roof. arelir
so arranged as to erovide for ample
amines-le -and ithatie.-- The "fres' fair
"All my life I have been a slave to
aaiffee. I kept gradually l:olne nw
health, but I used to say 'nonsense. it
don't hurt me.'
-Slowly I was forced to admit the
truth and the finel result was that my
nervous force was shattered
"My heart became ereak and uncer-
tain in its action and that ft-Wanted
me. Then my physician told me that
I must stoa drinking coffee or I could
never expect to be well again.
'1 thought of Post urn but cciatild-t
hardly bring myself to give up the
coffee.
"Finally I concluded that I owed it
to myself to give Postum a trial. I got
a package and carefully followed the
directions, and what a delicious. nour-
ishing, rich drink it was! Do you'
know. I found it very easy to shift
ftom coffee to Postum.
• "Almost Immediately after I made
the change I found myself better and
as the days went by I kept on improv-
ing. My nerves grew steady. I slept
well and felt strong and well-balanced.
Now the old nervousness hegor.e and
I am well dace more."
-- It pays to give an. the -drink that
acts on some like a poison, for health
Is the .greatest l'ortune one can have.
Name given by Postuna Co., Battle
Creek. Mich. --
Posture comes In IWO tOTTO57
Posture Cereal-the original -form-
must be well boiled. 15c and 25c pack-
ages.
Instant Postriliff-a doluble powder- ;
diestdres quickly in a cup of hot Nee-
terdand. with creaan and sugar, makes
delicious belrefiret! instantly. 30e and
. tins. •
„Uotli kiwis are egually delicious and.
-.0ost about the snme per cup.
-There's a Reason • for Pdatum. •
• • --sold by OPOtes11..
,
•—.
MANURE IMPROVES THE SOIL
Important, Especially In Carded Oper-
ations, That Fertilizer Be Rot-
ed or Composted.
ver(V"
Wiled Si the roof and lying on It  servee_elatter-effece Is oftetatts greateet
plant food one,ond to shade the ground.- -Tke-.- bark-tir-l-he-irky -after( -bitia-r1ii addfttn--iwung open and the hooks that hold
it shut are hooked in these pieces-oft -- -
wire. In the winter the house can
be closed to shut out the cold winds
and the roof opened to give fresh air
and sunlight eto the interior.
In moving the house a good way isn a salimantaata.a.itere. s..211.ML_It_La._lae,alea.a...ebialat-oee-a-esteengoreeret- mot aar not disturb the worshipers but  fasten,ftetO.the Mumma through ethegoalIT-tire sleeper_  fat  =Bet a few .11aL__holee bored for the purposes, fastentra kinks and the effect was a trifle
disconcerting. *
"Friend ilezektelaa whispered an
acquaintance, digging the other in the
ribs, "I  think thee- had be
thyeelf."
°What did thee ray? What did thee
-Tot!" cried Hezekiahe ittinewhat coli-
tis's& "What is the matter?"
"Nothing, Friend liezekiale" was the
quiet rejoinder of the other. "only
thee Was snaring a tiattle. and I wad-
afraid that outsiders might think the
spirit bidi moved thee to a trorubone
lotto instead of an expression of thy
convictions."-Philadelphia Telegraph
Light Fingered.
Quentin. age four. could not talk'
plainly. He recently received some
money and told that he might spend
It for something useful. He returned-
home with a small magnet.
Wbat did you buy?" the father
ask. ri
re"A ag'et..4 the lad replied.
The next evening, tree the parlor, I
Quaatia---Ameeene.-Aittatiesa-
aged his brothers and sisters to be
come likewise. --
"You cbildren - are just like mag-
gots this evening." the mother ex-
claimed. eI-"
"Well." interrupted Quentin. "I
guess we are. We can pick up things."
-to •hotl upthrt baelt-Toairiaitilation - *
to a clevis, hitch on a team, and take
the house wherever desired,
he runnero are the foundation of
the house eand should be .of sufficient,
--dimension (-3--b-y-6—iildh-es) To hold Tha
house well off the ground. Wood
which is Whort-Ltred and decays when
_
COFFEE WAS IT.





Mahure teals plant food to the soil,
and it alacaimproves the texture or
physical condition of the soil. This
Perspective of Porta,ble Hog House,
Showing Framing Details.
Plaeed in contact with the ground can
not be recommended The more dur-
able woods are fir and cypress. Two
e •., •...
1-inch -material .is of sufficiert thick-
ness to make.a good floor.. The frame
Is built of 2 by. 4-inch material.
Thelhdalse is covered with by 2-
--
inch tongued and-grooved pine b-ad:
-which is very tight anitaalieds water.
Ten-inch shiplap could be used satis-
factorily and will reduce the cost of
building the house. A satisfactory
Tender is made by fastening 2 by 4-
inch pieces llatwisee inches from the
floor. Fenders are absolutely neces-
sary- for the protection of the young
Figs•
Paint will aid in prolonging the life
of the house as well as improvftg the
Back View of Poe:table Meg House.
, Showing the Ventilator and Back
. Closed. 
reappearance_ Any g t paint which
will stand the weather will be satis-
factory. but two coats should be given
td thoroughly cover the wood. The
Inaide of the house can be given a
good coatieg of whitewash. This will
_4
give it a clean and sanitary appear-4in.c.4,_
Keep the Saws Sharp.
grime no-n sharpen sans about
they do _their razors The more they
.sharpen ahem .the defter- they are
'?(ow there is aome man in your neigh-
borhood echo cane sharpen saws Go
and aek him to give you a few,-point-
ern. and then let them point.. A-sbarp'
sett is a_hlessed good thing _to. have
ow the farm
A Covared Manure Shed.
sorao more concentrated form. It is
important, especial': in garden opera-
tions. that the manure be' rotted or
composted. This is accomplished by
etting it decaY in piles: Thotompost
pile should be flat on top and from
Ii to 5 feet high. Cow manure is the
most desirable for garden or house
plants. It does not burn or lose its
serength, and may be kept for a num-
ber of years if piled under shelter, be-
coming more available each year. It
mixes well with soil and leaf mold.
When once rotted,, this manure is very
lasting and easily assimilated by
plants.
BIXQY ONLY SMILED
During the oputilint week of III*
Pan Ainerlean SelentItle congress. just
arthe time when the delegates seemed
to be endeavoring to 'mimes* utli
other with the fart that they were
:Ci:opeati-bulit clothes, a Brazilian en-
lancer mounted the platform at ono of
the meetings. lle an. a fine Oinking
man, with trousers that cut the sir
like the prow of it million-dollar yacht,
a fine "%remitter and an air of gran.
Ovule Furthermore, he had the meta
ners of a Persian prince, and bowed
to tleneral Bixby, who was thairman,
as if it were a coronation Instead' of





or some other South Arneriran Funnel.
The splendaile tailored one uttere,1
a few soft Spanish phrases to lleneral
Bixby, a ho bowed in return and ut•
tenet nothing Then the general hand.
rd be hbe exelained that all of the papers ot
the'
the chairman, who dealt them out one by one as the grandee arrived at the
Platform The speaker began to ri,ad. Ile looked a bit puzzled, but he read
en in beautiful Spanish. Then he stopped, like an automobile -engine cough-
ing on a cold day. Ile glowered, rumpled hie forehead, gathered speed one,.
more, and read on. Then he rambled over his words_ and stopped again.
elltenohe read-* few Ilties Finally he ;elated the paper on the tuba, and
heart to explain setneihittg in rapid-fire Spanish.
-He was directing his remarks to General Bixby, who made motions as If
--acquiescing In everything lee gentlemen said. The lirtteilinn talked sone.
More. and Geuera1.111xby aowert and endive is if everything were all right,
and wasn't It a nice day? and all that. But that dlil not do for the Briziliate
swphaonisahlepped his paper excitedly with his hand and began to fire more
-Then from the audience arose a tall witha lout! voice, who spa. e
follows:
The trouble Is. general, that yoU have given WM the wrong paper, and
he Is trying to tell you nbout it "
HE IS GENERAL NEWTON 71
 enimmia 
"Fewer cases of insanity are be-
ing received In the asylums and hos-
pitals of Russia today than before-the
war, notwithstanding (ho brain-rack-
ing experiencia which hundreds of
thousands of people -of that country
have gone through during the past
This indicates to -my- tiiiiiirthit
-prohibition has- been a Wilt thing
for Russia."
This statement was made by Dr.
thillp Newton. formerly a. hospital
physician of Washingeme now a briga-
dier general in the medical branch of
the.-Itimel--aeou. %tell tux a Teleettle
visit to his home.
Doctor Newton went to linini3
in September, 1914, as a Red Cross
surgeon. When -the lied, Cress with-
drew its surgeon* from the country
he offered his services to the Rus-
sian goverement. -In addition -to- be.
ins commissioned with a rnnk equiv-
alent to a bratadier generalship in
I this country, he was devorated with the order of St Anne,
for unusual service.
CULTIVATION FOR CORN CROP_
tog Eereface 
Free Prom Weeds! Will Be Found
cf Greatest Value.
•
In view, of the cemmon belief anc.
practice that corn should be cultivated
frequently experiments conducted on
an Illinois farm are quite significant.
One field was left uncultivated; on
a seeond weeds were cut with as little
disterbance to the 'toil as possible.; on
a third cultivation was given in the.
usual way. The; first had almost no
crop; the second gave 47.3 bushels of
corn; the third 42.9 bushels. In other
words, lack of cultivation was better
than cultivation provided the weeds
were L.-pt down. The reason evident-ir was that corn, being a surface
feeder, was able to get more plant
food on uncultivated soil Similar re-
sults were said to have been secured
even in dry years.
While experience seems to Indicate
that *Lund-Int cultivation is good for
most crops, with coin there 1. good
reason-  for believing tbat as shallow
and infrequent cultivation as wilt leave
the . urface in fair condition and
keep the ground free of weeds will be
'OT 7005t1airue. •
CROWN GALL IS INFECTIOUS
Communicated From free to Tree
and From One Mani to Another—
Many ilants Affected.
Crown gall is an infectious disease
and can be cornrnunicated from tree
to :ree and from one plant family to
. °K 'partial Ilst of Hie plants
upon which it occurs naturally and ep-
ee which it has been produced by
laboeutory Inoculation includes the
daiey, tomato, potato. carnation.
pee eh. rms. Cabbage, grape, hop,
sugar beet. turnip, red beet, carrot,
radish, chrysenthenium, oleander,
marigold. pyrethrum. almond, clover.
erhtte ropier, Petal-an walnut, gray
poplar, cotton, alfalfa. raspberry, gihr
anium, .apple, willow, quince and to-
bacco.
Money Wasted.-- . •No tier- working harzi.a.ad-sertaspmer Breedieg Worms and Trouble.to hey a nice thing, for the farm kpr the lay tarmet who stacks new










1Vashington has been laughing
over an exchange of telegrams be
tween Senator Lewis of Illinois and
Senator Kern of Indiana regarding the
style of dress .1. Ham should wear at
a Jackson club banquet at Lafayette.
Ind.
Although the Illinois statesman is
recognized as the arbiter and final au-
thority on all matters pertaining to
men's apparel, he sought the advice
of the Hoosier senator, whose paint-
brush whiskers are his only sartorial
snail i 'rear a dress suit, or is it
k to be informal?" Senator Lewis wired.
"Business suit. Louts XIV neck-
tie." Senator Kern replied.
- Before Senator Kern's telegram
reached him. Senator Lewis, becoming
impatient. wired the second time. And
Senator Kern. figuring his advice In
the first Instance had not been satis-
factory, tried again in this way:
everyday-clothes and Dolly Varden necktie." Senator Lewis took
 ••••
CHURCHILL AS A SOLDIER
 •••••••••511100.
eVinston Churchill, w-ho retired
from the British cabinet to resume the
army life which he loves has been
advanced to the rank of major As a
boy. Mr. Churchill was fond of military
study. His chief recreation In his
Harrow days was fencing. He won
the school's championship, and pass-
ing from Harrow to Sandhurst he en-
tered the Fourth Hussars. Ile joined
his regiment. the Queen's Own Oxford-
shire Hussara,„ Mr. Churchill has had
experience in five previous campaigns.
lie served with the eSpanish forces
in Cuba, then with the Punjab in-
fantry with the Malakand field force,
being mentioned to dispatches, after-
wards as orderly to Sir W. Lockhart
in thee Ttrah expeditionary force, and
later with the Twenty-first Lancers
in the Sudan, taking part in the fa-
mous charge at Omdurman.
In the South African war he was
Tetrrretpertdent:ter thf-TASIttlOn MO-M-
ing Post. The charge that he broke his parole, he always vigorously denied.lie leas written many military books atid pamphlets, and slim one novel.
.................-----aa..-.
- .
Fend both ancient and modern printerswho have tried the method have foundIts dIsadvantagee so great that they
have abandoned the process_,. .
Fleet English Music Prlating.
In England the first known attempt
at music printing nag In itee by•Wyn..
ken do Worde, at Westminster. A book
-there British museum proves that 
Seed-musk wait printed in England In
1530. The tepegraphy is identical
with .that of Pelt-acct..
There was little erne Improvement
In (he swindle"' setting up movable
slue& type for some time. Nothing
could he morteexestitentahan the book
-printed by Worde alluded to*bove, but
that wes the result of double prlfking.
.•••••• '
•
-- Poodle Dog Trees Bobcat.
A 22-caliber poodle dog.trecid a 45
.eentimeter bobcat near the tankhouseof the city waterworks In Parley's clueyou and kept him In a state of ater0on the top of a telephone pole oath
the feline was shut by Louis Shrteker,
caretaker at the tankhouse, accordttal





What would you give to be
eerfeetly well All you have
got, of course. It nifty be that
your trouble is of a catarrh o
nature. Catarrh of the head
Catarrh ed the stomach. Ca-
tarrh of Peter interne tisgeir-
If so, Perlin it will toeleurntLgue_...
the- toed to peafeet health, If
you want to be convinietl, buy
one bottle, No farther ante






Bronium-- I foolishly premixed my _
wife a new silk gown this fall,. and
cost me nearly tie already, .
Woodson-For material?
Bronson- Oh! no; that's what she's
spent in carfare looking Up saintiTesa
Had Pell
Thanks God He's Cured
Coward", S. C.-David G.- this
place, writes "I am'glad to say to yen,
after waiting forty days, that I still feel
like I am cured of pellagra. I bad that
(lineal's. for the last lawn years. The
fourth day after beginning your medicine_
I went back te -Work and have leen able
to du my work ever since. I thank tied
for your remedy."
- -Titers is no longer say-doubt that-m.1.-
lagracan_he ,Den't, .-delay 
I. too late. It is your duty to eoneult-the
resourceful liaughn. _ •
The symptoms-hands-Jed like sunburn,
skin peeling off, sere mouth, the hes,
throat and tongue a flaming red, with
much mucus and choking; indigestion and
nausea, either diarrhoea or constipation.
- There As here; get Raugherreg
book on Pellagra and learn about the
remedy for Pellagra that has at last been
found. Address American Compounding
Co., box Wee, Jasper,- Ala., rememberin;
money is refunded in any case where the
remedy fails,to cuTe.-Adtr.
Relittled His Desperate Act.





I was troubled with v•hat the doctor
said was Kidney and Bladder trouble and
after trying several doctors, gave up all
hopes of ever being well again, until a
friend of mine told me about Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Boot. Before I had finished the
first bottle I got relief: and after tilting
six bottles was completely restored to 49 "volik
health. I gay to one and all that SWair
Root is a wonderful medicine.
Very truly your..
MRS. 1.1.1R TILE VANDERR
409 Johnson St. Mob4
Personally appeared before ..
4th day of February. 1911, Mrs.--
Vanderberk. who .subscribed. .the
statement and made oath that a
I. true in subs•ance and in fact.
0. RULICK O'BRI
Notary
Prove Whst Swamp-Root WII De I
Semi ten cents to Dr. Kilmer
Binghamton, N. Y.. for a sample si
tle. It will convince anyone. Y,
also receive a booklet of valuable
mat ion, telling about the kidneys and bI7
der. When writing, be sure and men0
this paper. R.-gular fifty-cent and on*
dollar ore betties for sale at all drug
stores.-Adv.
Better think three times before ex-
tracting a dollar from your pocket to
invest in a get-rich-quick proposition.
Ec-Zene Kills Eczema.
Let us prove it. Accept no substitute. If
year Druggist does not have it, writ. to
Ec.Lene Co., St. Paul. Minn -Adv.




Varieties: Early Jersey Wakefield.
Charleston or Large Wakefield, Hen-
derson's Succession and Flat Dutc.h.
Prices per 1,000.
1,000 to 4.000 31.25
4.000 to Z,000....  1.00
7.000 to 10,000  75
MEGGETT CABBAGE CO.
BOX NO. 3 MEGGETT,S. C.
PREVENTION!
berter thew cure. Tett'• PUi• if takes Is ttt
are set outs e nearer Net. Nut %et 055•501
SICK SEADACIft,
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animal on the bunt of a
BAGE
ANTS
CALOMEL SICKENS! IT SALIVATES!
DON'T STAY BILIOUS, CONSTIPATED
I Guarantee "Dodson's Liver Tone" Will Give You the Best Liver
and Bowel Cleansing You Ever Had-Don't Lose a Day's Work!
Calomel makes you sick; you lose a
day's emit Calomel is quicksilver
*id It Naivetes; calomel injures your
liver,
If you are bilious, feel lazy, sluggish
and all knocked out. If your bowels
are constipated and your bead aches
or stomach is sour, just take a spoon-
ful of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone
Instead of wits; tit-teeing, Naiveties
calomel Dodson's Liver Tone is rekl
liver medicine. Toten 'know It next
morning because you will wake up
feeling fine, your liver will be work-
ing, your headeche and dizziness gone,
your stomach will be sweet and your
bowels regular. You will feel like
working. You'll be cheerful; full of
vigor and ambition.
Your d -uggist or dealer sells You a
150-oent bottle of Dodson's Liver Tono
under any personal guarantee that It
will dean your sluggish liver better
than nasty calomel; it won't make you
sick and you can eat, anything you
want without being salivated. Your
druggist guarantees that each spoonful
will start your liver, clean your bowels
and straighten you up by morning or
you can have your money back. Cbil-
dred gladly take Dodson's Liver Tone
becalm* it II pleatiati4 busting end
doesn't gripe or cramp or make them
sick.
I am selling millions of bottles of
Dodson's Liver Tone to people who
have found that Ms Pleasant, vege-
table, liver medicine takes the place
of dangerous calomel Buy one bottle
on my sound, reliable guarantee Ask
your druggist or storekeeper about me
Accounted Far. .
"DO you enjoy antsrtaining social-
ly?" - - -
a way." replied Mr. f'umrox.
"When We have a perty lit my own
house Cl) many people don't look me
over and wonder how I happened to
get Invited."
RIECIPE  POR  GRAY HAIR. 
To half pint of water add 1 os. Bay Rum, a
small box ul /kerb° Compound, and 14 us. of
glycerine. Apply to tbe hair twice a Week
wail it becomes the desired shade. Any drug-
gist can put this up or you can mix it at
home at very little ext, it clii gradually
darken streaked, faded gray hair, and re-
moves dandruff. It is ezerlient for falling
hair ad will make harsh balrsoft and glossy.
it will not color tbe scalp, is not sticky or
greasy, mud does not rub off.-Adv.
Pressing Need.
Mistress-Whet do we need for din-
ner?
Servant-Sure, ma'am. and 1:ve
trtepeil over the run an wn need - a
new-set -'of. diehee.--lehiledelpitis Eve-
ning Lodger.
THIS 18 THg AGE OF YOUTH.
You will look ten years younger if you
darken your ugly, grizzly. gray heirs by
using "La Creole" Hair Dressink-Adv.
- If all_tha woNcra...a Nage Ws uz
each of us to contribute sinnething to-
ward the elevated- thereof.
For thrush, cleanse and dry the foot
and make thorough applications of
Hanford's Balsam of Myrrh. Adv.
- —
The older we grow the greater the
lack rd knowledge we discover in
othcra.
VartatIli.
"The weather is pretty changeable
in this part-of-the country," remarked
the Californian.
"Yee," replied the New Yorker. We
strive to ideate. everybody."
Hoene Medicine Chest.
Keep your medicines in one place,
_Out- ofseach of children. Be sure to
have Hanford's Balsam of lkfirth o
hand for emergency use. It should
take the tire out of burns, heal cuts,
remove soreness and be worth many
times over Its coat Adv.
Pop Liked the Cirzus, Too.
Vtaltor-Dhl you go to see the circus
when it was here?
Boy-No. sir. l'o_p was sick in bed.
  PREPAIZEDNESSI •
To Fortify The System Against Orip
when Grip is prevalent LAXATIVE BR05.1C
Otatillia Slaw:ad kw taken. az this cornbuisticio
of Quinine wick oilier ingredients, desiroys
germs, acts as • Tonic and Latative and thus
keeps. Um_ truism in_ ennelhiew withstandCods, Grip •nd InSuenza. There is on:r one
-11E0140 Qt:ININE." E. W. GLOMS Me:estate on boa. ssa.
you cannot look on the bright
side of things, better keep your eyes
• sleeted' ais leech se rervelibits.
AVOID A DOCTOR'S BILL
on the first of the month by taking
now a bottle of Mansfield Cough Bal-
sam for that hacking, hollow cough.
Price 2.5c and 50c.-Adv.
Wounds cleansed by Hanford's Bal-
sam. Adv.
If you are in love don't go to if
bachelor or spinster for advice.
Love is not only blind, but seems to
be unable to detect a gin breath of
long standing.
Happiness is the ever retreating
summit on the-11111 of anibitibn.
SUDDEN DEATH
Caused by
The close connection which exists
between the heart and the kidneys is
well known nowadays. As soon as
kidneys are diseased, arterial tension
ss. is increased and the heart functions
ye attacked. When the kidneys no
;el- pour forth waste, uremic poi-
menng occurs, and the person diet; and
Car' cause is often given as heart dls-
by or dieease of brain or lungs.
a, good insurance against such a
- send 10 cents for a !ergs triad
go of "Anuric"-the latest
d. of Dr. Pierce. Also send a
e of your water. This will be
ined without charge by expert
hats at Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Ho-t v
Buffalo, N. Y. When you suffer
a backache, frequent or scanty
• e. rheumatic pains here or there.
hat constant tired, worn-out feel-
ing, it's time to write Dr. Pierce. de-
scribe your symptoms and get his
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medical opinion, without charge-ab-
solutely free This "Anuric" of lir.
Pierce's is 37 times more active than
lithia, for it dissolves uric acid in the
system, as hot water does sugar.
Simply ask for Dr. Pierce's Anuric
Tablets. There can be no imitation.
Every package of "Anuric" Is sure to
be Dr. Pierces. You will find the sig-
nature on the package just as you do
on Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
the ever-fatuous friend to -ailing--
Women.
Worry is a frequent cause and
sometimes a symptom of kidney dis-
ease. Thousands have testified to im-
mediate relief from these symptoms
after using Dr. Pierce's Anuric Tablets
for the kidneys and backache.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
makes weak women strong, sick
women well. No alcohol. Sold in
tablets or liquid.
And prevents others having the disease no matter how
exposed. SP cents and SI a brattier. a sad $10 a Soiree
bottle.. All good drugr.,ts and turf good e houses..
poIiNi !MEDICAL CO..,




Read this unsolicited grateful
leatitany-
Not long ego my left knee be-
came lame and sore, it pained
me many restless nights. So se-
rious did it become that I was
forced to consider giving up my
work whet I cheaced to think of
Siosa's Liniment. Let me say-
less this one bottle fixed me up.
C Ounpkie ilortisne, 7.
THE MURRAY LEDGER, MURRAY KY
LIMELIGHT DAYS
By KIN HUIBOARD
Thor 'taint within' folks like heart--
In' tiler namee iii a newepaper, No
matter whether they're rich an' In-
fluential er poor an' obscure-no mat-
ter whether they live in Wolf center.
Montana, er on Fifth Avenue, In Hew
York, tb' light o' tber names In print
has 0' saute irresistible tatictnattoti.
ler these archon:11NA daYsitn ever •
buddy- anemia.L reallimethat
git in th• public eye or waste ther
sweetness on th' desert air.
SC1173c folks have publicity thrust
upon 'ern while others walk -right int'
Vu. newspaper office an' pernotinfly1 SU.
-
th' sanctum o' some editor with a
bough beaten' fifty one perfect fuel
blown peaches. He knows it's a cinch
that he'll gut at least • eight linu no-
tice next th' readite matter. An'
bell sit his hair cut an' wear a collar
an' necktie tar nearly a week attar
printed.- -
Buttliittn361 A fuller '11 run far talcs
4'- Issesels4o-eahls around-with We--
picture on 'em. lie figures more on th'
limelight than he dote on th' salary o'
th' office.
Five or six rattlin' good newspaper
write-ups, If they follow In rapid sue-
"I Wouldn't Be Surprised If Ever' Hoes Thief Kept a Scrap Book an'
Burglar guys a Mornin' Paper Fee Ther's a Hankerin' Fer Publicity
Among Thieves."
lee th' thing._ Even -folks that
give liberally In th' case o' some great
calamity hang around till they see that
ther name has been spelled right. All
they ask in return is a little publicity
in a modest way. I wouldn't be sur-
prised if ever' hose thief kept a scrap
book an' ever' burglar buys a mornite
paper, fur ther's a harikerin• for pub-
Betty even among thieves._
-In-44We -towels nothin! -.worries
woman as much as t' start on a visit
an' not find a newspaper -eeporter at
th' depot. Lots o' times she'll turn
back. In cities they telephone th' so-
ciety editor, or drop a personal in th'
want ad box.
Th' race t' reach th' newspaper of-
fice' with first roastinr ear tit-
season is one o' th' excitin' an ever'
poplar contests in th' rural hamlets.
Ther haint no bejeweled potentate In
th' Fiji Islands that feels his oats any
more'n th' old resident that walks,int'
Ever'
Even
cesmion an' git good top-o•-th•column
positions, will almoSt,i if not quite,
land a feller in tie hot glare o' tb
kerosene lamps o' th- Chautauqua
stage. An' once a feller gilt his hands
on a little easy Chautauqua money his
Inclination t' roller th' humbler pur-
suits o' rife dwindle t,' nothin'e
Ther's everething in publicity. Th'
grocer that don't advertise may have
th' best prunes in th' world-but no;
buddy knows it. -TIV girl that -lades
herself finally passes away single an'
unhappy, an' who'd ever know a Teller
had a watch if he dein' wear a fob?
When Mom Fawn Lippincut enter-
taint th' Eureka Itridge club er takes
a trip she pays th' same careful at.-
..to/Won in gittleC,UILLACI,
newspaper that she uses in selectin'
her prizes or packin• her suit case.
Yisterday elle said, "I've got a aunt in
Pennsylvania that I'm dyin' C visit
but tiler's no newspaper in her town."
'iorotected by Adams •Newaparier Service.).
Professor Alex Tansey on the
Decline of Modesty
By KIN HUBBARD
Bright an' glowin', after his Indian
stub exercises. Prof. Alex Tansey last
night demonstrated t' th' mothers o'
"Th' Homo Trainin• league" that he
wuz keen an' observant although a
schoolteacher.
Mr. Tansey addressed th' club on
"Th' Decline o' Modesty." an' many
whispered approvals followed his bit-
in' flings at th' passin• show. Said.
he:
"One o' th' most remarkable things
tday t' my notion, is how a man in
th' full possession o' his faculties can
keep his mind on his business when
he looks about him_ I wish t'
tiseeients an' sickly romances. A great
full-page picture that. probably cost
eight times as much as th' story will
show a limp'gazelle-eyed queen wrig-
glin• and smilin• in al' embrace o' a
faultlessly dressed planner mover with
a jardiniere o' palms fer a back-
ground. Under HI' !aspirin' scene we
read: 'Claspin' Imogene passionately in,.
his strong arms, Harold kissed her
agin, an' agin, an' agin.' Right now
many daughters in our best homes are
anxiously waitin' fer th' next nth:o-
ber t' see whether Harold married tle
girl er ran away.
'hat would_our_mothers ia' yister-. .
e
"These o' You Whose Memories Kin Go Back t' th' Muncie Roller Skate Must
Be Appalled When You Stand on tie Pust Office Corner Any Afternoon.
Rain er Shine-Rain Preferred-an' Note th' Progress Degene -acy Has
Made Since Those Stirrin' Days o' th' Early Eighties."
if 1 may be permitted t' do so. that th'
effect o' th' slashed skirt toward re-
tradin' moral progress in this country
kin scarcely be comprehended, much
less estimated.
"Those o' you whose memories kin
go back t' th' Jersey waist an' th' Mun-
cie roller skate must be appalled when
you stand on th' pest office corner any
afternoon, rain er shine-rain pre-
ferred-an' note th' progress degener-
acy in dress has made since those
attrrin• days o' th' early eighties, If It
iglu a mistake e give Independence
t* Ouby hcw ter greater was tit' mis-
take t' give Independence t' th' waist
line? Many problems in th' home
Cilae are directly traceable t' th' ever
shiftin• an' migratory waist line Th
aaytime bodece. too, might easily be
called class legislation in dross since
It makes th' rich throat specialist
richer an' poor father poorer.
• Women an' girls who used t' drink
elderberry wine on th' sly now go
direetiv from ni• musical comedy t' th'
veld when one little red %oil soused
cherry may mean a one way ticket o'er
th' downward trail:
TAIL! our current literature is
teseuire with brazen underwear adver
day say if they knew that Dame
Fashion had finally turned out a sum-
mer frock that is suitable for either th'
mote- er th' steam car, an' at th' same
time so constructed that it will actu-
ally meet th' most rigid social exigen-
cies-somethin'. It seems, our reglar
travelfre dresses have been unable I'
do! Whether afoot er in a spring
wagon mother used t' git by in a
black alpaca an' a Paisley shawl, an'
she didn• live so unhappily ever after-
ward at that. Agin we are face U face
with another' short sleeve summer
with Its burnt forearms tin- goat knee
elbows. Will nothin• save us from
this annual ordeal we may well ask?
"In these days o' skimny eppirel an'
extravagant pleasure th' serious-mind-
ed girl is as scarce as business men at
a political primary, an' th' tango frock
an' flat heels. superinduced by th'
slappy Peruvian amble, will, if I may
be permitted t' express It, be a- con-
stant ntenpee th' trate along eh'
straight an' narrow path°
Cqucludjn' l'rofessor Territcy said:
"SSC ray friends. th' most astonishite
thing o' all is how anythin;1us 113`11131bk.
ac th' ahirtwatat bast held on all. that•
Isrotected by Ailatits NeeriaaVer-PervIcaa
All OIL
°Ho* did the bowline ,eleet ons•
out last night?"
"Nobody had &to spare cheese fur
the pinbspe, so they went on a *OWN."
ITCHING, BURNING -SCALPS--
Crusted With Dandruff' Yield Readily
to Cutleurs. Trial Free.
Cutieura Soap to cleanse the scalp of
dandruff eruatinga and sealititif, and
Cuticura Ointment to soothe and heal
Itching. and irritations. Nothing heti
ter, surer or mace aeon:Anna Abate-
these super-creamy emollients for hair
and scalp troubles of young or old.
Prama lialnPie each by mall with (look.
, cetiettra, Dept. L.
ilostow- --Wed everyweere.-Ady.
A girl never looks older than she'll
unless she_hasker hair In curl pap. re*
net Oral Balm but Tired Ryes
make us look older than we are Keep
your Ryes young and you will look young
After the MINTAIF Itnr11111 your PITCH, DOn'ttell your age Morino InYtt Derowly ea.Chicago, Beads Lye Book on request.
_ Is tar better In be bent an Icon
oiny than broke on extravagance,
Why That tame Back?
Mot Wig lunienese, sharp twinges
an lieudier an ell day back'
he; each hilrlIttayi *nobles to sue-
pi,ct kidney trouble. (let after the
souse Haiti the kidneys. We
Americans go It too hard. We
overdo, overeat and neglect our
sleep and exercise and so we are
fast becoming a nation of kidney
sufferers. 721, more death% than
in 1890 is the 1110 census story
Use boan's Kidney Thou-
sands recommend them.
A Tennessee Case
Q. 0 Lawson 01i%. "awes OW
Martin. T a a 13 .
muttered from 111110
kidney truutes in or
ei-erst- jpenv ea444-0eitie-
aka_ .ftgiu wurhing.. IL




t I In ter abdo-
men my ).oete inn
numb ire's, my knees
down and my lime. ys •
sr,..re In swell .I.ster
I got but little twenvflt
1 used tioien •
Kidney Pins Trey cured nie
Got New. oaks, SII•••, Ma • Boa
DOAN'S IDLALItelt
For Forty Years Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Has Been
Woman's Most 'Reliableh4--- e
More Proof. -  
To women who are suffering from some form of
woman's special ills, and have a constant fear of breaking
down, the three following letters ought to bring hope:—_
ort_ Crandon, 1g.-en I was le years•
old I got married and at IS years I gave birth to
twins and it left me with very poor health. I could.
not walk across the floor ithout having to sit
down to rest and it was hard for me to keep about
and do my 'work. I went to a doctor and he told
rae I had a dis_placement. and ulcers, and would
ate tolfaye an operation. 'This frightened me so
much that 4 did- not know what to do. Raving
heard of Ltdia E. Iinkliam's Vegetable Compouud
I thought I would give it a trial and it made me as
well as ever. I cannot say enough in favor of the
Pinkham retnedies."-Mrs..3herxx Asmscu, North Crandon, Wis.
Testimony from Oklahoma.
Lawton, Okla. -" When I .began to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound I seemed too be good for nothing. I tired easily
and had headaches much of the time and was irregular. I took it again
before my little child was born and it did me a wonderful amount of
good at that time. I never fail to recommend Lydia II Pinkliam's
Vegetable Compound to ailing women because it has done so" much
for me."—Mrs. A. L MeCaseaxie,;:aftf have St., Lawton, Okla.
From a. Grateful Massachusetts Woman.
Roxbur5-, mass.—. I was suffering from inflam-
mation and was examined by a physician who found
that my trouble was caused by a displacement.
My symptoms were bearing down pains, Backache,
and sluggish liver. I tried several kinds of medi-
eine;_then I was asked to ti-n Lydia K Pinkham's
Vegetable, Compound. k--has-oured me awl !am
pleased to be in my usual good health "by using it
and highly recommend it.".- Mrs. B. 3L OSGOOD,
1 Haynes Park, Roxbury, Mass.
If you want special advice write to Lydia  
E. Pinkltant Medicine Co. :etnifiriential) Lynn. Mass. Your
letter will be opened, read and answered by a 't% onian and held
in strict confidence.
The New Hat. I One Exception.
Mrs De Style-Women are an ex- . Mrs. Plaindial-1 don't care if I'm
peneive blessing. not pretty. Beauty's orgy skin deep.
Mr, Be Style-They are expensive, j lier /11331band-s- Nbt-with potatoes.
-Jhdge. .
PFimicer RELIEF
can be found in cases of Colds. Coughs,
LaGrippee and Headaches by using
Laxative Quiniditie-Tablets. Does rot
affect the head or stomach' Buy your
winter's supply new. Price ti&c.---AdY.
The best way to tei/ a woman's age
In Use for Over SO Years. ' is in a whisper over- tte titTephoue.
Children Cry for Eletchees Castoria
, Obstinate sores should be cured by
m.Any woman may drive her hush ' Hartford'suod Balsa_Ade.
to drink, but she can't make; huntake Den think because a woman 15 nat.
water. spoken that she can be outtalked.
_ —
Importan7 to Mothers
Examine carefully e%ery bottle of
CASTOR1A, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
New Sisrep Soundly Since They Have
Found a Sure Preventive
For Croup.
_Many Motbens, besides „th0110__Of
Ozark. Mo., have been afraid to sleep
at night for fear of being awakened
by th lr dread croupy cough. Mrs. H.
H. Miran and Mrs. J. J. Cave, both of
Ozark,' have found, In common with
many other Missouri mothers, that a
Jar of Vey-0 itub in the house In-
sures • good night's sleep
N'ap-O-Rub is the external treatment
for all forms of croup or cold trnidises,
Introduced here from the South last
winter. It is in salve form and you
'just rub ft over the throat toot chest,'
covering with a warm ftanhel
The body warmth releases antiseptic
vapors that tha inhaled with each
breath, loosening the phlegm, and, in
addition, Vick's is abserhod- throw&
and st'mulates the akin, relieving the
tightness and soreness. Croup Is uaual r tvlisved in attires Intimates, and a
good application at night will, in al-
most eve ry case, pretent a niget at-
tack.
Put let Mrs Oivan speak,for hersel:.
),She writes-"I have used \lc1 's Yap-
0-Itub on my little girl for croup.
I rubbed it on her chest and throat
and It is /ma eptendids•"avid 1.1mm-I
afraid se go to bed at night." ,... -
Mies Caro aaeir-"I find Vap-O-Rub
the best thing I have ever used for -
colds, sore throat, croup and all kinda
ef sktn troubles for children. I could
not do without it now, as it saves
icalling a doctor." .1
The penetrative quality of Vick's
makes it excellent aleo for inflamma-
tion. -of the akin. such as burns.
bruise.. Itchings 'piles and muscular
soreness. In these cases, partirularl-y
in cases of Durex. It seems to draw
out the intiammation and has a de-
lightfully .COOltnt -effect. Three alma,
lee, see or $1 .00, The Nick Chemical,
Company, Oreetteboro,-Mt-fe-- ---- - •-•.- - -. ----- ,
armee.
VALUES OF LANDS
Continued From First Page
and-under whose administration John 4N:11 Rep.. Irlass.).
1324-28._
Adams, Samuel. iFed.„-Maits 1, nois:-numerous important-reforms -
have been inaugurated has not Allen, William.
jytioneStair2,
A new, a11 steel, electric
1 ighted train from Mem-










-no change of care, no miss*
ing connection,. Morning
train leavesMomptisat 9:40
a m. Trains from ti,. South-
east connect at Memphis.
Low Fares
Winter Tourist FEes daily
to many points Th. Texas.
Louisiana and New Mexico;
stopovers and limit of May
31. 1916. All Yvar Totatist
Fares ily to certain Tessa
poinleMaylintitstopovart.
Settl for iifiriirpr,t1 book•






steth.nald. Jeseph E . (ind.); 1%64.
alrIcliltjey, William, 11(a.,.. Ohio). 1149.441-
*- Of unusual interest is the an-
,ture Dr Sights ..hai:_aecepted_Zma‘. 14e.Ara 1.„ tarp wis 15ff'-r•4. 
s. (110P . Mleh,). 1999. .-announced his plans for the -fir- Mg..; Ttus••44
Allen William-V.; tNe
-  -- an invitatation to deliver an ad-
um -Personal property has also- ill-psychological Association. It 
*Arthur. (.11..f4tPr Alan. Gt. p
Armstrong. James, On ). 17s9
to the increase in their cash val- dream before the American Med-
w meet in New Orleans this 
Baldwin. iiifaint -1!:, 4-1-14,04,- Conn -1. 19L-
'
made a very lintited increase and spring. He will strongly advo- 
Barker. Wharton. tPop . 4Pai I. 19440
Bascom. IL Clay. (Pop.. N. V.), 1990.
as a-result taxes are high and cate laws revising the manner of 
Baseongrid, TM map V, tilem.. Del ). IS72-711•
Dati•t. MIIWRI'd. (RCP. MO.). DA,.
the state is in debt. -/ - commitment, of insane -persons -welt sriir-wifiewt•-'rt"'",--1**k:
the average assessed value of most states the statutes On this 
tkly 4 Nt.b.). 18196. ,
In 1890, twenty-five years ago, to bsylums. ' He claims that in
$6.01: eleven years after that flow' that are sane. Herecom-
per- --nrii:n:ken. LI  :;
Black, Jeremiah S., 4Dern . Pa I. 1972.
subject are loose and often 
Rime,' James G.. (LibrrtY. N. T.). 14°-
44.
lands in Ballard county was sons are committed to institu-
Bla1595.-khurn. Joseph S. C. (1)-m. KY.).
1 •
subject. The rent establish-
ment of a department of agri-
.:ultaral economics is also& step
in the right direction. Sociali and econ-Orqic surveys have al-
ready-heen.-made-of-a-number
counties and rural districts *tiro-
I ughout the state, having for their
object the betterment of rural
conditions generally. A begin-
ping has been made in the sys-
tematic study of marketing con-
dittons, including cost of produc-wise quite 724iinfutiy --------- as. and if assessed at a fair cash
















Special Rate Period Limited to These Two Months
Splendid Combination at a Little Over
Half the Regular Price
Subscription orders Att this rate will be accept-
ed only when sent through regular Courier-Journ-









Those who seek perfec-
tion In silverware in-
variably choose forks,
9ocit2s and fancy serv-
ing pieces stamped-with
tberenowne.1 • tads mark
1847
ROGERS BROS.
In qualit7 and baauty
of design, this well-
known silver is unsur-
passed. Its remark-
able durability has
.--)n it the popit'.ar









34-"k- ̀.• toocut CO•
itEM•101, pen,
time it was $8.31; in 1907 it was mends a proper inquiry by a Blaie. James CI.. (Rep.. Me.), 1976-00-84
$11.27, and in 1915 it was $15.07. board of trained alienist, in all 
tn
ol 97-
The cash valuation of lands in by the courts.
Ballard count/ today no doubt is
$25 per acre, instead of being EXPERIMENT STATION
$15.07. ,
Continued From 1;1 l'age
cases ore   s taken •Roles. Iloraoe. (Dem . lowaj. IX92-96.
Bragg. Edward S., i(lo'd Dem.. Whit),
Breckenridge. John C., Ilt"ten),, ity.), true.
Bristow, Benjamin II.. (lb p . KY.f. Int
Broom. Jacobi. 4Pa 1. 16:.2.




BINTHE.-It is hardly pessi•
ble that any man can become so
enrolled in the business Blair,
of life or the pursuit of his pro-
fession, or even get so far away
from hie nativity hut what at
some time tho "feeling comes
stealing o'er him" and a longing
possesses him for an occasional
visit to the  familiar haunts of. 
bia boyhood days.  While pose". _ MANY
bly Dr. Blythe pays hisold home
a visit as seldom as any other
native son of old Calloway to be
living so- nearby, yet he has
many friendt-herat-whoviouldlie
pleased to see him advanced in
his career and we vouch for the
assertion that any assistance he
might ask to promote any lauda-
ble ambition would find ready
response among his old friends- -now what ones are fertile enough te
at home. A recent dispatch con- 'produce even a candidacY.
tame the following information c a 
Dr euerri ngasouar hruemuirbeallicand4ortgeentr..
concerning Dr. Blythe: "Dr. cans hare held the pesaltettotlico which
being .protninently mentioned fo
.13 gave More r power than 
01011tVernon 1,Blythe, of .Paducah. 
the superintendency of the Wes. 
kings have in Modern Maul. Since
t4)111 S 
••••cit• parties have sought sti-
MIDI s of 1776 no less than 50 po•
tate Hospital for tho In._ -poppy and have named candidates I
sane, at Hopkinsville, to succeed for the 'biggest job in 
the land.
' Men now generally forgotten ne U11- 1
known', but big in their day, hat' votes
In thee ector'a
dentist nominating conventions as,
representative-I- of these parties.-ThWC7
disappearance from public notice and!
Iffettiory is ovialouca-ut_the -fleeting
Thu folk/Willi: list of about 264)'.1
nature) at fattie.
names of those who Imre bet•ti before
coavolitIons or In eilectosa /NW Loglin John 1 ill 10.54
t --t-scotto -
i+gt+st+444+ft+414.444ivitot+44+41411,
i About People 1
Dr. H. P. Sights, a former Pa-
ducah doctor, who has announc-
ed that he would not be a candi-
date for re-appointment. The
state board of-control will *p-
int a man at the expiration of
Dr. Sights' tent on July 1. Oth-
er candidates for the office be-
s-Dr:-,Blythe--are Dr. H. -a--
Sanders, of Campbellsville, first
assistant to Dr. Siglittirrierrtcr
G. LaRue, of Smith land, and Dz.
Earl Weathers, of Elkton. Supt.
Sights, who has been in charge
James, Dille it. (Icy), *1F
3d)'. John. (Fed N ), 17*919•111119.
Jefferson,-Thomas. (Dern •Ittp , Vs.). 17$.
10-140044.
Jenkins, charleir J.. 441o). 1S72
Jewell. Marshall, (Rep,. l'onn I, note
*.lohnoon, Aftdrevr. inert. Teals I, lien 411.
JoTimion. John A.. ipvm . Minn I, Mit
Johnson. (N. C.), 1799.
Kern. John W . 111vres. Ind.), 1912.
King:imam, -not: T.I.-Nter. •
Knox. Philander C.. Mop.. Pa). INK
Kite. dames IL. trup...S. I.).),
Folletie, 'Robert tttep., mai-
1 I colleges or 111 presl-- 17.Laturdott, John, IN. IL). ' VAIL •
J.isepts. sore.).
11.-orge, via& •-• .3.
1.0otoir.t. J. E. R.. (Ohio), 1-90.
I s•vering. Josii its, Md.). -POO.
tt.whirr.
01.1ticoln, Atirrituirn.---4-11ep.. III I. 4940-M. .,
Ltrii-orn, at.. • 17.41 •
T.1.114`111e. linhOrt, (Rely 13. laii•kr2
Locknooil. Belts' A Mrs.. Irk C); IM4411.
'1117doir=ttmar.-1if--tivit --vetrettatt-----r-410----1 m„. ft, „1„,„ 
h., , :4 y.i. 1 ,dt.
list IS supposed to be ramplete: _ It 
! stbottson.- &taws. (Item-161i , Vic). 1;0;42.
 is- AlplatliNically- arranged and Weil 
NilihY1.,;')'. Ji:•••• Pli Fran; is. •Mnsit.1.- 1900.i 
- - -- --° t41 7r '=--1-'i-3A-44411-4t.--1-4.441k11 .. N. Y. , 14.7,•4-4-,-tho IuMaa state .linol_narly in in st -
cases, of candidates and the year in 'Nfiirsai,,o. James, (Va.), 1.44.
*red. Asterisks indicate winners.
which the name of each was consid• NMlitlit:411.atItl,.. IT
1,1,0;t1.,,R.ii•.1,1eNnt...v1,7111.:11.9.19,44. -
-, Idutthews. (laud.% drift) WS
Admits. Charles Francis. iCit).-Tteti.r  31.-clellan, (1;•iiri-Te B.. 4144.m., N..
"Adams. John. (Fed- Kass.). 17s:0-9246-PM
was $6.22; in nal it WWI $8.16:
in 1907-it was $8 and in 1915 it
was $12.50, which shows a very
+small in (-Tose- -in-the value of
land in county in the
last twenty-five years.
In 1890 the people of Graves
county assessed their lands at an
Your unpaid tax e must be averageValue of $8.67; in 1901,
paid as we have to make a final eleven years afterward, her lands
.se- Wen-lent - very soon. If- your %--e-re assessed at $11.71: in 19q7,
proverty is -advertised for sale six years afterward, her lands
tion -also includes the analy-
sis and inspection of fertilizers,
commercial feeding stuffs and
foods and drugs. Within recent
years the experiment station has
become a vast clearing house for
reliable information On a great
variety of agricultural topics.
The records of the director's of-
fice show, for example, that
within the Past two years, no
less than 6.633 specific requests
for information have been re-and Y(.11 j),Sy extra costs remern- were valued at 813.32 per acre.. eeived and-answered, together'oer YOu forced me to sdo It while in 1915 she assessed her with 11,937 requests -for bulle-Look for rrie my depuW-as e lards at .;-;1*, 20 r acre' an in tins, These requests for infor-and collect all
r . . . . .




11.1el.enn. John n... '5 Ihire-). INNZ.
-- M110-0.-Neloon A., Mass.1.41104,
Ntitler. Sanittet Ilowa), Isiek---
_51ilton. John... (Ga.), 174.9
'..1141-nrnTiv% a anti,. I I .ros •ii-rp., Val. •1919-20.
Morrh•on. William It.. (III 1, Poto-92. .
Morton, Let' P.. (Rep . N. T.I. 14911.
Mortcut, GlIvitir P iliett-luiLL _Ilia
Norton. H. F.. 4111 I. 1696-1900 -
Nicholson. Samtiel T.-. I PO 1. 19110.
niney. illeitard, 4 Dem . Mass.,. 1944.
Parker. Asa. (Pa.). 1•641,
Bag.% Mann, (Va.). Pon. '
I paltner,-.1.414(t M.... 4141.1--111196.- -'Parker,/ Alfon II.. (lien). N. VI. 1904.Paitison. Robert E.. '4Pa.). 11942-96. •Payne., Henry' 11., 4Rep.. (hio), IMO.
Pendleton. (Porge II.. (Dem.. Ohio). 1999.
Pennover,. Sylvester. (Ore.). Mt
Plielpa. William W , (N. J.). lux. '-
*Pierce, Franklin. (Pent.. N. II.). 147.2-64-40.
Pinckney. r. C, iti. 4'.1. 1794-1900-04-011.
Pinckney. Thomas, 18. C.). )794.
*Polk. .19111•44 K . irtem.. Tenn.). 1444








--s-surviovaasi, .1-rates. (Thm. P.)  1.544-48-4*
•• 56. •
• Burr. Aaron. (Dem.-Rep.., N. T). 1;00. '
Caffery. Donelson. (1•op.. -La.). 1900.
Calhoun. John C.. (Dem_ S. C.). 1644-49.
-Cameron. T. Donald. (Rep.. Pa.). 1;96.
-Carrierom- Stmon. 4R,ep, Pa.1, 1660.
Campbell. Alexander, 41(1?. 1664. -
Campbell. James E.. (01.1o).11692.96.
Cannon. Joseph G.. .Rep., 1111. 1906.-
Carey. James F.. (Mass.), 190%.
Carlisle. John G.. (Dew- KY-). 14-_
Cais..Lewis. (Dem.; Mteh.),
Chants. Eugene W.. (Pi-ob.. 1908-12.
Chase. Salmon P.. (Rep.. Ohio). 1860-634-72.
Chase, Solon, 4Pop, ). 1660-94.
Church. Sanford F.., IN. V.), 1666.
Clark. 11,'hampt. 4Dent.. Mo ). 1912.
Clay. Henry. (Whig. Ky.). 1024-312-40-44.41.
claYston. John M.. (i)cm.. 161, .
•cieyelon.l. Grover, Mem.. N. T.). ISR4-611-
92.
clustir„pieWitt,_117cd... N.. V.1, 1612-
Clintots, (Dem.-Rep.. N. 1".), 1769-
92-96-15.k -
Cockrell. Francis M.. (Dem.. Mo.): 1944.
taxes as we go, Will start at 
litird S. . N T 1. 1901crease in twentv-five Tears of- mation cover every conceivable coliamer. Jatob. Ill • IcAn, en in act t ese',nix and all 7:lea - will look. a:ike "
to us. Thc books will b.- in the_ lands in that length of time no
office. Pay Rt once.-W A. Pat- doubt have increased at least
terson,-steriff. 820 per acre, and at is good
Ell;ert Lattsiter and - wife, :if hour, if they were to be assess
the Gognef•-settirmi happened to eel at a fair-cash--'valuation--they
t;erieus kat Sunday would; be valued at $30. -because
week -1-et,sveen their -home and the valuation of lands with their
the vitage of_Colawater, Their good, substantial improvements,
team herame :frightened and ranand the improvements of roads,
aWav, throwing-lir_ Lassiter and' would bring fully up to the val-
wire out L.:. thi.-a-i‘gon. breaking ties we have mentioned. There'




be at least $9,000A0 instead ef tual marketing of various agri-,;. 000. I oo cultural...products., The need of
sub an inVektigatiOn Ts appar-
ent to all who have taken the;
trouble 'to familiarize themselves1
with the low prices paid the far-
mer for the products of the farm
and garden and the high prices
-paid by the consumer for- these
same materials.
•41 these ani-inany other 'Air--
Actions, the experiment Station
• at-Lexington; is demonstratin
its usefulness to all citizens of
the commonwealth.
_ The Paducah Sun; of last. Fri- RHEUMATISM ARRESTED,day says: .
.:Gixage,W. Ityc4ck, a contra--- lame'Y l .°P1'' 64" 144c "1"%setd_a pet.. (.4hn.ri..ctlite.:FkinutetzlIT,..nt (I
1. jrtociatscatrui':tor of MurraY,..liy., filed I , reeding attack reents more acute Untiltion in bankruptcy in-tEederal rbeumatistultastnrailvil then hole systetia.•
7 , • •
COgit this morning. His ,liabil- ThluT r.l,litturk.-n; it 1-.= gnat' "Willie. - portant tointrrove vuir is-encral beriltiLtat !AI )
Dia d Richard P •Dem Mo )het' final ction• . •
ities_aniount_tait 0141 • OD. so it% ,.c•vr4•1 -0,04.4,11k.enitt lteatotat •
while_kis assets arneunt to $1iieu
13ring your eggs tO Mtiatl
Felder end Saturday and get 2;;










Outman, Artkur.P., Meat., Mil I. IBM MG
' tioralialthaintre,rottithitahmi,A...11,•140,-.,C.4.. symisi.,,,
111rato, l'Iyrowe 0, illtep, Ill)), 1111114-
G s»; es, John Temple, diem...Ile i, blob
Gray. George, iltent.. Doi 1, nes
ttreereset..
tlrotiii;, 1=4.401ilaitiliti iiivew.p., N N , ''•
titortiltech, BIlltam it , (Oblul. ISii.
Guthrie. tames, Wilton, _Kr i, ineI pnrsillENT ::,:!::....!.,..h.,J,I;L;,,,,iz...,:i..,,, NI 11,r. Uel 7 'fia 11....„,,,.k. VOIttflald Ill., (ibilir.-11111. l'A‘
St•so.
I lei mon. Judson. (Itani.. old.), lvtil
1-tro-p•-r, Jr-sae, Oh), DIM.. Llostwg.let. I' , (Md.). loll.
Political Parties Beginning tO IlerrInina, Job, a1110.
llorrleon. Ilenjaiiiin, (Kilo, Ind.), 1994-02.
Look Over Material for_ 11iiirrIton, IL 14_,_ 044,t,_ 1741,
ellurriaon, William Ituttry,..(Witlg, Ohio).
Campaign of 1916. - -- -
. itarimon. Jruim r• . m.o.; Pit). Is,
Daniel% loveph,IL, tIttn.. "n" 1. la4.118
HAVE SOUGHT -HONOR
History Shows That Two Hundred
and Eighty Names Have Appeared
Satore Conventions or In Else.
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